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PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE
PRAIRI E VIEW, TEXAS 77445

Dec,errt::>er

21, 1971

Office of Vice-President
RHSEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS

JAIi 6 '12

Mr. James 11. Lockhart, Director
.
School Assistance Progxam

c.amuu.ty Gm\Jpa
Office of F.ducatial, mEW
~ , D. C.

20202

Dear Mr. lAckhart:

'n1e fol.liMing infomatial is
December 10, 1971.

1.

p,_._LJV._..........

]l

answer to your letter of

ihy
TRA has a wi
and r8$QeCtec.1 reputat.im in the southwest as a
research organization that is capabl of providing the highest quality
of research and technical assistance. Prairie vi.8\-, A&M a:,u~ while
fully experienced in the
lqlalt of effective curricul naterials
felt that the pmject, the children in the project, the tealel'lel~ in
the project cx,uld benefit inmensly fran the
iat:ance that TRA could
pJ:OVide.
1th
receipt of the grant frau ESl\P, the ex>
. pxO{.OS&d to
lq> nut~mt1
nultiracial el.soont.aey ec:hool level curricuhrn
naterials needed as individU!lllzed inst:ruct1anal " ' ~ u u . , . · ~ for ethnic
gxuui~. Th , it was i lt that the ex>llege would need to be aw.raised
of similar past project activities across the natim, of current
published naterials which might eventually interface with the project,
of the interest of pwlishers 1fflich might relate to the project's
goals, of the technical requil:enen
of modem publishing, and of the
ac,captabillty of the pxoject' s ~C'Oll<::fl in regards to tho natiaial
educational pwliahing picture, and to_,.,.,,,._ its viebility in
relatia\ t:o its potential inpQct oo the edualtia1al publl.shing it¥1ust:ry.
It
felt that TPA
pacific capabilities in 1-~:aA areas
thl'olY}h its activities as OCllSUl.tants to 1 ding pml,1.D,1111::.Lu, its knc:M1
of per:scnriel within the p\t>ll.shing imustry, its expertise in
cress-cultural edlcatial, readinJ, and el.enentaey sdlOOl level inclividuali
inst:ruct1anal naterials davelopnent
prod\J:tia'l, and
its resource nebl0ek of selected distinJuished prof i
ls fmn
variety of related disciplines.
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It was telt that because the suboontractx>r' s onJM!zation was
specifically qualified and equif4')ed to perfonn the "-l:)rk and setvices
required, it was in the best interest of the project to enter into
such a contract t.o cx:>nSerVe the Grftntee's resources and t.o allc:M its
full talents, energies and potential to be devoted to the devel.opnant
of specific individualized instructimal caterialfl and techniques.
2.

Why

W!IS

the oontract with Techniau Fesearch .nssociates of su:h size?

The size of the amtract (i.e. ooet) was directly related to the
services to be perfoxmed by TRA su:h as the provision of the Grantee
with the results of background research oo. put projects which are
similar (i.e. nult.iracial in nature, gau:ed to individualized and
sensitive personnel, and ba.9ed en ~ 1 . e ? ~ theories) in
order to nlace past Pl-0:JX'llllS in natioo.al pexspe..tive as they rray relate
to the project. Md! tionally, '!'FA to provide the project witrl the
identificatim of oontacts within pm,lishinJ, universities, clearl.mhouses, for relevant materials and their eventual analysis for possible
interface \¥-ith local project needs. 1's well as to provide the project
with OCl!.'{)etent experts in the fields of curriculun oonstru::tion, individualized instructioo, and especially kl'lo,le&Jeable of the publishing
field incl\Jdinq personnel contacts with staff in a positioo tc assist
the local project with ideas, design develqrent, and technical visull
and grarnics assistance. And to pn,vide the project with liaism between
the local project and the natialal scene regarding both the ~ i l i t y
of the approach under oonsideratim and to measure its validity and
viability in relAtioo. to its itmact al the emratiooal 11.lblishing- indust:xy •
1\nd to provide the project with those sexvices iEerned ~n,r,rlate as the
changing oonditiam of the project l>ecame apparent and to develop the
flexibility to mxligy the a1:ove tasks to treet the specific needs of the
project.

3.

What has been Prairie Viw's Experience with TRA?
Prairie View's experience with TRA has been both positive and
Prairie View first heard of TRA throu:Jh its ectivities with
~ Di~ City Sdxx>l 's Inner City Pr.tXJ1call and within::the penal system
of califomia ~ TRA developed cross-cultural awroaches to readinJ
for juvenals.
rewarding.

In additim to the ESAP Grant, TRA has pLO'lided t.echnical assistance
to ~Pmil!ieoView's Tin> Project of the Divisioo of Ialcatioo's aesearch,
Rxperimentatim, Developnent and ~rvioe Offioe.

Mr. Jam!S II. Lockhart
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Prairie Via, has been nm-e than satisfiec! with the sei:vioes and
assistance provided to the project bij TFA. 'lbe caliber of all of the
consultants has been unifor.nly hig..'l and the assistan:e provided has
been both pertinent and e:citil"Kj.

4.

~•s activities to date have ireltded:

the review of the initial pt.O<AIMl design
-- the assessoont of preliminaxy needs
- the devel.ornent of a revised design in light of P.L<.>qt21J!lnatic

\

-

goals

the developnant. of ~Jtan objectives with the current
advisoey. amnittee
- the explanatioo of the tot.al prop:m11 mx1 its rearaif!cations
to the aaninistrative per900l'lel of the colle;e
- the identifimtioo of p1<.);JU1tu alternatives
-- the inceptioo of develor::msntal progrmmd.ng with staff r.1!l'!tlers
- the provisi.m of the nroject with an insb:unent to assess racial
attit\Xles of school aclninistrators and te8Chers
- the provisim of the project with insights into t.~ types of
cross-cul.tural l.eaming materials that rni(Jht be developed
- the assistanoe in the develcpnent of the ore-service ~
design
-- the pre-pmgrarn preparation of individual staff nebers
-- the provision of in-service trainmJ to the project participants
ooooemed with:
- pn>gram assessment techniques

-

-

cross-cultural education

-

a!1)X'OaChes to

learnil¥1

-

-

-

-

innovations in education
t.lie provision of technical assistance in the develql'nent of
readinJ t!Bterials
the provision of 8aDl>le msterials utJ.li.zed in other pmc31an1S
the pmvision of nulti-cul.tural educational lfflterials
bibliography

the provision of r.w.ti-ethnic learninJ aids
t.~ pMl/ision of data and the develoµ1ent of liaison with
publishers and their :representatives relating to the availabiliey

of CXJt,uez:cially prepared interethnic mst.erials.
the provision of cutst:andiD:; consultants in readmJ and reading
materials developnent ai a regular basis to the pn:xJiant
-- the pxovision of specific individi:salized assist:ar¥:e t.o the project's
participants in 1:l'leir daily clasSJ:Oer.1 situations within the public
-

schools

Mr ....Tames 1!. IDCkhart
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-

the pnwision of technical professional reoorts rclatiB;J t.o:

-

individualizing education

hl.ilck histnry Md ~te A"!'erican.CJ
intectratioo or separatism in edlx::a.tion, K-12
SO'!e self-concepts of black Americans and their

edualt.imal a-rolication
-

-

-

-

-

schools for an open society
clash of cultures in the classroc:l'!l
Aouthern Negroes' initial experien:..-s 4Ild re.actions in
sdlool desegregaticn

teaching the culturally different
a school fails
behavior rcr.xli.fication and racial ~ t i c n
the child in the r,restige Vacul.r.l
"Negro Dialect• and the Irotive t.o achieve
dese:t:r~iatioo or int.egratioo in the mt>lic school?

how

'lbe

policv in"J,licaticn.CJ of research
- racially separate o r ~
-

-

-

tlle right to read - a straiqht path tn int:eqration
Afro-Ameriam history: separate or interracial?
dese:Jreqation ~rks: a primer for parents and teachers
a guide for oatrrt.mity groups evaluating public schools

etc.

the provisioo of techniml assistarx,e to the proiect director
in pl.annin'J and design of \«>:rkf:1hop activities
and the review of project developed materials in rel.atioo to

P\i)limtioo or other foJ:rB of replicatioo.

s.

T'PJ\ and its !taff Mmbers:

TM Technical Fesearch Associates, Inc. of Los Altai, california
is a private independcnt oorporatim proviclliYJ technical assistar¥::e
and consultant activities t.o
wide range of edtaltiaial projects.
The P'?\1~1&-mt of TM is David c. WiggleS"WOrth and Vice-Presidents
incl\X\e Arthur K. Bram and Bany M. Price. ~ the reTlbers of TRA' s
~

Ne~rk are:

Or. Mdie E. 1'.ustin
School of Eduoatim
ur.iversity of Houston

Dr. IJoraocio Ullbarrl
~ l of Education
Universitv of New Mexioo

Frances LoPez Beck~J':'!!

Clyde R. Brown, President
:emwn Peading Systems
san Francisoo, California

International univenitv
$an

Oieoo, california

Mr. James lI. Lockhart
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F.dgar M. Pasley
College of. F.ducatim

u.c.L.A.

Dr. Juan Est:arella.CJ, <l1a.irrMn
Department of L.uYJW.StiCS
, Florifda-Atlantic University

Roland ~ , Director
Spocial F.clooatiai
Vineland Ptt,lic ~ s

C'",eorge E. Binda
rbrd Foundation-Afriai

Dr. Marie Hl\ckett
School of Psycooloqy

OT.. G. Ponald Gilbert
School of Public Adninistratim
University of Southam cal.

u.c.

Berkele/

African Studies
Michlcrcm State ~iversity

Dr. taald DeLay
college of P..ducatial
Stanfonl tJniVP.xsity

Or. ...Tohn Poley, Actirq Director
Center of African Studies

Leo Ruelas, President
Self-Develor-ment Corp~

Shigeo Imsnm:'a, Director

Zmulia Wilburn
Peaclin:f Specialist

Or. Charles I t ~

u.c.L.A.

American Language Center
Michigan St.ate university
Dr. Jerane Leavitt, Olairman
Blerent.ary F.ducatiai
School of Edualtim
Fresno State College
Mal:garet Shaffer, Dixector
Urban Associates of Maryland

lhiversity of Arimna
Dr. ~ Cc:n:lie

C.Oller:Je of F.ducatlai
thiversity of New Mexia,

Dr. lt:)bert !(anl.an
EttJlish M a Second ~
Uliversit.y of Sout..'1ern Cal.

Dr. C-eat'ge Igel, Director

Philio Mootez

Individualized Study P:rog:cam
Havward State College

U.S. c.atmission on Civil Rights

Charles A. Pearce, J\dvisor
Windiest.er Press

Dr. Grace Stuart Nutley

Dr. Palmer C. Pilcher, Vioe-P~ ident
UniveteiOil ~Arhanlrai
'1in ": J- ..

university of t.~e City of N.Y.

Dr. Joseoh H. Shehan, Director
Experience Teadler Fell.cMhit,
P:rog1.aau
Georgetown

ou.versity

Mr. Janes
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Dr. Saul Toobert

~d\ard P. Thiel
Publishinq consultant
Holt, 'Rinehart, Winstal

Am:nJ the activities of TnA,

School of !'sychology

University of Oregon
the f o l ~ cay

te of interest:

-- Tl!A developed the total evaluatioo and assessment design
for the San Diego City Sdlools' Inner City Project;
- TAA coodoot:ed the state-wide assessroont PJXlCjX'lm\ of the

-

-

Alamedea County Schools Listening Project;
'TRA devela,ed the instrunentatim for the a9seaSMent of
the ABC phase of the IDs Angeles County New careers P1.0gxm11;
TRA has provided technical assistance in the deve~t of
manuscript ideas to:
Diversified F.rlucation Publishers
CUiness Publishing, Ltd.
Grove Press
Academy Press

Behavioral

~searcn Laboratories

Brom Pal~ Syst.errs
JU.ne.'lardt Press

~11 Publi.shim ~
-

etc.
TPA redesigned and developed the remedial readim pix,g1:mn
for a juvenal penal institutioo of the State of California
t.ermJ of teacher
traini.n)' progrmns to projects funded bl 000
'!'RA pro.,ided technical assistance to a leadi.rxJ publisher
of edualtiooal games and simulatia,s
TRA provided technical assistaooe in the developoont of
of regional occupational stuaf reiorts and
TPA provided technical assistance t.o a lea~ reading progman
throtxlh the oon:dinatiai and direction of soecialized smmer
reading institutes

- TRA has provided technical assistance in
-

-

-

6.

Prairie View Activities to date:
1m advisory cxmnittee of the faculty "81'lbeT.9 of the Waller and North

Forest ~ t School Districts and Prairie View A&M College established
guidelines to develop objectives and criteria for integrated reading PLOJld! ,S
and materials.
'l'he staff l!eibm3 repeatedly assisted the local sc.'lool districts at

their requests to fulfill the t.eachers' and st\x1mts' needs, as related to
integration and readinJ.
'Im staff merroers did extensive research and study of similar past
project activities1 current published naterials which interfaced with
the project; cross-cultural edualtiM, xeadhq, ard elementAJ:y school
level material devekpnent1 and resources of i:elated disciplines.

Mr • .1ftrnl!S
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'.the staff nmbers used unique ar:pmaches whidl utilized local imagery
and setting, as well as the lat:est learning theories, in selecting tedmiques
and methods.

Technological aids in the Academic Ie.aming Center were studied in order
to decide their place in the program.
'.the staff served as :reading oonsultants for the taxget sch:x)ls and
institutes a1 canplS. Th8'f supervised the oonstrootion of cw:riculun materials
and arranged exhibits periodically. 'lhese diS!)lays were attended by cxrrrnunity
9%0\195 and faculties.
A week of orientatim and one of pre-service for joining particinants

held.

Lea.clm:J consultants w:>rked with

were

the pro.:,:tarrt at these times:

Coosultants have included Mrs. Ibl:i>ie ~ultz. Waller Sdlool
C'..omselor1 Mr. Tim Sears, Waller Elenentacy Principal; Mrs. Hattie
0.«mS, Waller Sdlool PeadiD:J Specialist; Mrs. ~loxes Mc:Clatchey,
!brth Fbrest Oixector of Eleoontarv Edumtion1 Mr. Jim McO.ain, Director
of Horth Forest Title I PeadiD:J Progransr Mr. E. Briggs, Shadvdale
El~~./ Sdlool Principal7 Mr. Joe Hernandez and Staff of Texas
Educatiooal Deseg%eqatim Technical 1\ssistanoe center, Mr. RA1ph
J?obinett of Mimti, Florida, rtedxa of Wsoxy Council CUrriculun
Adaptatim t1eb«>rlc for Bi.lingual Educatioo7 Or. Jl8vid Wiqglesworth,
President of Technical Reseaxch Associates, Dr. Milc1.red Abshier, ,.,
Education Profesoor of Prairie View A&H College; and Dr. Addie Austin,
Director of Field Experiences, Uliversity of Houstai.

Teacher-co!posed stories and %9ading activities wme sul:r.d.tted for
nubllcatioo to the o:,uncil oo Interracial Books for Children, Inc.
Experience materials were developed bf int.e?:Vi.oon:; students with video
tape, transcrib!m the interviews, and !)rinti!YJ the :results. Instructiai was
individualized in this Wert to meet the children's needs and interests. Peal
photoJra~ of the children in the cl.assrocms illustrated these materials.
Coosultants and participants duplicated and adapted for individual
classes Foa.dl Van J\.llen' s Guides to TfU!:l':!!9! E,cperienoe In.<itructicn and other

lead.1.M authorities'

t«>rks.

P-eading roodul.cs with pac}-..ets of gaMeS and motivating O'll'ltents were
produced for individual readin;T activities.
'!be r>articipants develq:,ed creative, interes~, educational, func-

tew}, and ade:Jt,Jate materials to fill tl-ie void that the usual basic tect
book nade.

evaluat.ed.

'l'bese r.aterials were field-teste<l in the classman and cxmstantlv

·

-

Mr. Janes H. IDd<hart
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ParticipMts planned, described, llnd put into action a mlti-ethnic
reading curriculun which best suited the needs of their stments. 'lliey
alao presented t.'rl.s curriculun t.o their faculties.

CUrriculun resoorce center was established where stuimts and faoulty
plan, and produ:,e learning materials \fflich truly xeflect all ethnic groopa
and oove with social :realities, dispel prejudice, and minirniv.e fears and
a,nflicts of newly inteqratec! situatims.
A 'Drot)Ia t J:e!)Ort. '4-788 sent to the InterMtional Feading Association
Annual?~ with pl.ans to attend at Detroit, Midrl.cran, in May.

!'re-testing Md !')C)St-testin:J of students aided evalmtioo pm:poees.
Science ResMreh AtJsoclates Adlievenent Series for Reading was used Md
soored with interpretatiai of results. Attitlidinal assessoonts, sociogxams,
infonnal teading inventories, and data fxan cumlative folders were also
asSEl!bled.
J\rt, poe!"\S, and stories of the students wre oollected for publication

OC11Sideratial.
'nle Carbined Panerback Exhibit - ~ , l-hl.t.e, ~~ aM YellCM
Minorities in l'm1erica was arranged in w. R. Panks
• Invitatlaii wem
sent t:o a&ntnlstrators of m:ea sdlcols and coll~, area libraries, college
faculty netbers, teachers of t.uget districts, and oook stores. J\pptoprl.ate
P\i)liciey for this event was also achieved.
At the request of Dr. J. L. Bram, Director of Division of F..ducaticn,
the staff sutmitted an entry for tho 1972 Di!ltinguished Aw,rds PrcxJ:ran spcnsored

lJt/

the American Association of Colleges for 'l.'eacher Education.

Publicity included a ?.t:>nthlv Newsletter, as well as area radio and
articles.

nEMBpaper

'1'he staff and t.eachers participated in Texas l\ssociatim For the
of P.eadi?Y:; Ccmventim at the universitv of I-bu3ta'\ Septetbe.1· 24
and 25. Both oral and written reput. ts were ffl!lde to faculties and ocmnuniey
D.lkm:>WJtient

groups.
'.ffle staff arranr;,ed scoodules of requ1ar weekly visits to part:f.cipati?YJ
sdlOOls mere th8'f aided in field-testing the IM.t.erials.

~ r d J::ooks with ror>0rts and Pictures were developed.
brochuxe was prepm:ed.

'A p~1ram

Mr. James H. wckhart
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Multi-ethnic calendars were pmpared and distributed to classroans.
A seminar was held for a:rma.mity groups, faculties, and participants
with Mr. ~ph Ibbinett and the Miami Linguistic Readers Series.
Each participant was made several audio and video tapes of their
lessalS, as well as wrote stod.es of aq:,ropriate oontent, created learning
aids, and a:rmosed readinCT activities.

Schools involved in the p~:ram are:
A.

Waller Independent School District
1. Primary Building
4 Teachers
2. El~t:ary Buil~
3 Teadlers
3. Junior High
3 Teadlers

B.

North Forest Independent School District
1. Shadydale Elementary
3 Teachers
2. Hilliard Elerentar:y
2 Tead:lers
3. t-nunt Houston Elerrentm:y
1 Teacher
4. East Houston Elanent:m:y
1 Teacher
5. Fogers Elaoontary
1 Teacher
6. Fenwood Elerrentaey
2 Teadlers
7. Y..eahE?IJ Elsnent:ary
1 Teacher

Total nutber of students participating in tlie program are awroxinately
eight lt6ftated (800).

'Arr:/ questions oonceminq this matter, please feel free to c:811 on ne.
Ver-, truly yours,

Ivor1 V. Nelson

Vice-President
IVN:gm
cc:

Dr. Grossman
Dr. A. I. Thanas

,,,
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December 17, 1971
Office of Vice-President
R ESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS

College S c i e n c e ~ Pmgrmn.
Naticmal Science Foundation
washin:Jt.on, o. c. 20550

o

Dear Sir:

Please find enclosed three (3)
be cxmsidered under the O:>llege

ies of our draft proposal to
Int>xovement Frog.tam - o.

~1':'llllCt;}'

Your CX1l11Slts and critical ..........~,...is of the proposal will be greatly

ar.preciated.

)

'lbank you verJ rllCh for your effort.

Very truly yours,

Ivory V. Nelsal
Vice-President
IVNsgm

cc:

Dr. Alvin I. 'lbanas, President

December 15. 1971

Dr. I. v. Nelson
Vice President
Research and Special
Programs
Campus
Dear Dr. Nelson:
Enclosed is material on the Office of Education Regional
Research Program concerning Large Grant Program and Small
Grant Program.
You probably have copies of the guidelines for both of
these programs. If you do not, I shall be pleased if you
would write for guidelines of each program.
It seems that we should definitely go after both of these
areas of possible financing.
With kindeat regards. I am

Very truly yours,

Alvin I. Thomas
President
AIT/maw

Enclosure

December 15, 1971

or. I. v. Helson
Vice President
Research and Special
Programs
campus
near Dr. Nelson:
Enclosed is material on the Office of Education Regional
Research Program concerning Large Grant Program and small
Grant Program.
You probably have copies of the guidelines for both of
these programs. If you do not, I shall be pleased if you
would write for guidelines of each program.
It seems that we should definitely go after both of these
areas of possible financing.
With kindest re41arda, I am

Very truly

your ■,

Alvin I . Thcaa ■
President
AIT/maw

Enclosure

--- ~---- ,-----

Dallas, Texas

1114 Commerce Street
LARGE GRANT PROORAM REGIONALIZED
The administration of research projects over $10,000 has been partially regionalized. Within the past
six months three such projects have
been transferred to the region for
monitoring and eventual close out.
Also five new grants have been negotiated through the Dallas Office and
are currently being supervised out
of Dallas. These eight grants have
combined budgets totaling more than
$340 ,000.
There are three basic differences
between the large and small grant
programs. (1) The large grants are
evaluated a& the national level and
proposals must still be mailed to
the Washington Office. (2) There is
no time nor dollar limit on grants
above $10,000. (3) Each large grant
program has specific transmittal
deadlines which must be observed.
(Note attached descriptions of the
Basic Research Progran--Unsolicited
and Multidisciplinary.) Guidelines
for preparing large grant proposals
are available upon request from
either the Dallas or Washington Offices.
•.
Once proposals have been recommended for funding at the national level
they will then be transierred to
this region for contract negotiation
and monitoring.

,

75202

NEW DEADLINES ON SMALL GRANTS
No small grants may be funded this
fiscal year after April 1, 1972.
This in essence means that any project with a proposed s-tart date falling between April and August 1, 1972
must be transmitted to the Dallas
Office prior to March 15, 1972. This
is a new funding policy mandated by
the Central Administration of USOE
in Washington.
·
Investigators are advised to study
the new Structured Panel Schedule
announcement elsewhere in the NEWSLETTER and adjust submission dates
accordingly. Proposals submitted.to
the Dallas Office after April 1
should not propose start dates earlier than August or September.
FUNDING RATIO
Since January 1967 the Small Project Research Program in Region VI
has received 467 proposals of which
103 have been funded. This establishes a funding ratio of about one
to five, or about 22% of all proposals submitted.
REGIONAL PROJECT RESEARCH PROORAM
Director: Harold A. Haswell, Ph.D
U.S. Office of Education/DREW
1114 Commerce Street
Dallas, Texas 75202

•

....

PROPOSAL FLOW
Proposal submission follows a definite pattern in Region VI. The
monthly flow ranged from .a high of
28 proposals in July 1968 to a low
of one proposal in October of the
same year. Almost one fifth of all
the proposals were submitted in
July. Proposal submission was also
heavy in the months of April, March
and February (see distribution graph
on page 3.)

It is the intent of the Small Project Research Program in Region VI,
Dallas, to convene five evaluation
panels during the current fiscal
year. The optimal panel dates are
listed below.
(1) August 6, 1971
(2) November 12 or 15, 1971
(3) January 21 or 24, 1972
(4) March 20 or 24, 1972
(5) June 9 or 12, 1972
You will be notified if--there is any
deviation from this schedule .

As one looks at the fiscal year the
heavy proposal flow of July inunediately tapers off during the months .
of August, Septemba- and October
during the rush of activities associated with the new academic year.
As the fall term gets underway proposal flow picks up during November
and December; only to slump noticeably with the beginning of the
spring semester in January.

RESEARCH PRIORITIES
The Regional Research Program does
not establish stated objectives but
endeavors to provide support to help
solve critical R&D problems at any
level of education . However , when
the program can be used to supplement the priorities established by
other Regional Agencies, Central OE ,
or the HEW Secretary; every effort
is made to do so .

The longest suscained heavy proposal flow has occurred during the
thre~_..mont. period =rom February
through April . ?~oposal submission
sag ~ to near zero uring May and
June as the academi ann fiscal
years come tc & close .

The program is administered in such
a way that special attention is given to R&D activities C1f, high quality
and exceptional significance : •i~ che
projeci: will further the stated ob
-. •
jeccives of the Department

STRUCTURED PANEL SCHEDULE
The cycle of proposal submission
has been so cm sis ent over the
past five years thac it seems advisable to structure panel ·meetings
months in advance . By so doing it
may be possible to favorably influence the pattern of proposal
flow .

T,--

Proposa s which are cransmitted to
the Office innnediately after panel
sessions may be held up to 90 days
or longer before they are evaluated.
Proposals receive the best po~sible
evaluation if t ey reac,h the Dallas
Office fifteen co thirty days in
advance of panel meetings.

...

Some of yo r research personnel may
be interested in one or more of the
stated DREW priority areas .
(1) Health Education
(2) Equal Educational Opportunities
3) Deprived Groups
(4) Child Development
.(5) Technical Assistance to
'
Govermnental Agencies
(6) Underdeveloped colleges
(7) Drug Education
(8) Career Training
.
(9) Integration of Federal Services
RRP Personnel will work with investigators who express an interest in
a specific priority area.

[

..

I'

'

SUBJECT INDEX ON FY'71 PROPOSALS
From July 1, 1970 through June 30
of this year 89 proposals were submitted to the Regional Research Program. Most proposals were classifiable under more than one heading.
The ten most popular subject areas
for proposed research are listed in
the table below.

SFAU RESEARCH SEMINAR
Stephen F. Austin State University
at Nacogdoches, Texas will again
host a region-wide Research Clinic
on November 3, 1971. Printed programs are already in the mail to
your institution. Make your plans
to be present.

Ten Most Popular Subject Areas
Selected by Proposal Writers

For further information contact
Dr . C. Richard Voigtel, Box 6091 ,
SFAU Station, Telephone 713,5693400.

No. Ppls.
Subject
Area
by Area
12
Curricultnn
21
Disadvantaged
Ecology
15
10
Instruction
Teaching Methods 20
Model Cities
29
10
Reading
Race Relations
14
Basic Research
15
Students
19

No.
Grants
by Area
3
5
2
1
5
7
5
4
5
4

From a percentage standpoint the
two most successful problem areas
for proposal writers were reading
and remedial instruction. Writers
of proposals in these two areas established a ~0% approval ratio
(reading, ten proposals with five
grants; and remedial instruction,
eight proposals with four grants.)
PROJECT COMPILATION
The RRP Staff has compiled a list
of all projects which have been
funded by the Dallas Office during
the period January 1967 through June
1971. This listing provides information on the project number , the
name of the investigator, the sponsoring institution, the title of •.
the pro~osal, the amount of th~
federal budget and the duratiort of
the project. A copy of 1 this information will be mailed to Research
Directors or their counterparts in
each institutio11 upon request.·

ERIC MAG TAPES
The Office of Education has developed under contract a computer
program for searching the ERIC
indexes , designated as QUERY . It i s
a proprietary system being made
available to the public .
Organizations having access to
computers may wish to take advantage
of this machine's search c apability .
The tapes contain the citation , retrieval terms and resume of over
30,000 educational reports from
Research in Education. Also available on the tapes are the resume&
of more than 11,500 educational
articles appearing in the Current
Index to Journals in Education .
Several purchase options are available depending upon the user's hardware and the nature of services
desired. The price for the tapes
vary accordingly from $50 to $700 .
For further information write your
Regional Office or "ERIC Facility
Leasco Systems and Research Corporation, 4833 Rugby Avenue, Bethesda,
Maryland 20014.
WRITE FOR YOUR COPY:
Guidelines for Preparing a Proposal
OE-12035-B
October, 1970
Application for Research Support
OE Form 6022

.
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. December 6, 1971

Dr. I. v. Nelaon, Vice President
Research and Special Projects
campus
Dear Dr. Nelson:
Encloaed are applications and guidelines for the
following Federal Programs.

I.
2.

3.
4.

social and Rehabilitation service
Minority Schools Biomedical Support Award
Preparation of professional personnel in
the Education for the handicapped.
Allied Health Professions Grant

Please proceed to make application for our College

very truly yours,

Alvin I. Thomas
President
AIT/aah

cc:

Dr. G. R. Ragland

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUC.L\T!ON, At~o WELFARE
REGIONAL OFF ICC IV

,00!:I el-4

50 SEVENTH STRLccT, N.!::.
SOCIAL AND REHABILITATION
SERVICE

ATLA,'T A, GEORGIA

30323

November 17, 1971
TO

PROJECT DlRECTORS, RSA TR..:'\INING GRfu\/TS

FR0:-1

REGIO~AL Cm1}USSIO, ER

SUBJECT:

FY' 72 RSA TRAINING BUDGET AND SUPPLC1E. 1TATION OF O'.~GOI:'IG PROJECTS

The FY' 72 budget ceiling for the rdrnbilitation traini!1g progra:n has
been authorized for the present time at a level of $22,335,000. Tnis
amount, in addition to the $5,365,000 which was reprogramir.cd from
FY'71 Rehabilitation Research and Demonstrations into Rehabilitation
Training, provides a total amount of $27,700,000 which will be available
for rehabilitation training activities during the 1971-1972 academic year .
General Strategy
1.
Our overall plan for the use of the restored additional funds calls
for the reinforcement of selected current projects which have already
received initial grants under either the FY'71 reprogrammed funds or the
original FY ' 72 budget . Supplemental support will be limited to those
projects of high quality which are essential to the achiever.1ent of the
SRS and RSA program objectives . Only those projects which are directly
contributing or which have the potential for directly contribut:;..ng to
the achievement of program objectives will be considered for supplt mentation .
2.
Short- term training funds will be supplemented nationally to
approximately the FY'71 level. Aaditional short-terrr. training funds will
be made available to each Regional Office . The FY'72 short-term allowance
for some Regions will be below the FY' 71 level, however, because the
formula for distribution of Regional short-term training funds had been
revised in FY ' 72 in order to ensure that each Region had the capacity to
support short-term training programs in the high priority program areas.
3.
Funds are being set aside for the development of special State
Vocational Rehabilitation agency in- service training projects to assist
in meeting RSA objectives, particularly in the areas related to the
rehabilitation of public assistance recipients and preparation for welfare
reform . Guidelines for the development of these projects are being
prepared .
4.
Funds are being earmarked for the support of a limited number of new
undergraduate training prog:ams in rehabilitation services. Guideline;;,
for the development of these projects are also pein 6 developed .

...>j ec; Di r~cLors, RSA Training Grants

5.
Funds .1rl.' :1lso ex;,ccted to bl.! resl'r-v1.;d in order to convert the ~;urport <,f
reh:ibilit.:itior:social work training to a forw.:ird fund::.ng bai,is for the: .:1co.c.er:1ic
year 1972-197].
Although the exact anount of funds to bl! used for e.:.c 11 of thQ above purposes
h.:is not yet been deter.r.ined at this time, it is i,nportant for us to secure the
dat;i necessary for the supplementation of selected long-term tn.d.ni::1g grants.
Speci.:il consideration in recommending supplementation wi.11 be given to:
A.
Increasing personnel costs for faculty presently supported at less than
full - time, for whom the institution requires full-time support.
B.
Supporting new trainees, especially in those projects in which no first-year
trainees had been .:iwarded . Rcoeommendacions for support of trainees in any project
at a number in excess of FY' 71 must be clearly justified.
C.
Increasing total support for projects in minority schools or projects serving
high numbers of minority students .
D.

Supporting handicapped or minority group trainees .

E.
Supplementing faculty support to projects currently supporting cont::..nuir,g
trainees only, if the Region wishes to recommend maintenance of the project beyonc
the present academic year .
F.
Increasing dependency allowances to $600 in all projects where dependency
allowances are already being provided in order to make Rehabilitation trainirlg
p r ojects consistent with other DHEW and SRS tr~ining projects .
G.
Providing total stipends to projects where stipends have been split between
students as a stop - gap effort to spread available funds further.
H.
Providing additional stipends to projects in universitites whid. hav2
demonstrated willingness to assume full responsibility for f~culty costs .
To analvze and evaluate individual project needs for additional funds, we ar2
asking that you complete the attached form and re~urn it to this office by
November 24, 1971~ in order to meet Central Office deadline of November 30.

Attachment

\
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Pl L l 1- 11r ~··. Tti ~'. ;-,,_11c..r.

NAT:o;,,-,L :t._~., ITU7 r.s OF 1HAL Tl I
ltL T) fL~-,0,\

MAHYL.Ar..;o

70014

A!. 'OU. "CDIB~:T OF A??LICl'.TIO'.\ PROCEDUR!:.S
FOR Tl!E
ALLIED BE..-"'..L'.:.'ll PROFESSIO'.~S
GRl,~"TS FOR TR.;I~JI:,G Il~STITUTES

The enclosed docUY.1ent and a?plication m-teri~ls ccnccr.
Health Professions G~ants for Trai~ing Instit~te3.

t::c .::.llicd
to

apply, please read the docu..~ent ~nd ir.struc~io~s for ap?lying before
completing the application £or.:-..

All questions concerning these grants s~culd be rcferrca to the Allied
Health Professions Branch, Division of ~llicd !~alth Manpower (tclcphone Area Code 301, 496 -5561).

Enclosures
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND V/ELFARE
REGIONAL OFFICE IV

!WO/A 40,4

50 5EVEHTH STREET, ~l.E.
SOCIAL AND REHABILITATION

ATLA,'TA, GEORGI,

30323

SERVICE

~ovcmber 17, 1971
TO

PROJECT DlRECTORS, RSA TRAINING GRANTS

FRO~!

REGIO:-lAL CO~HSSIONER

SUBJECT:

H,

n.

RSA TRAINING BUDGET k',W SUPPLEMENTATION OF o~·coING PllOJECTS

The FY' n. budget ceiling for the rehabilitation training program has
been authorized for the present time at a level of $22,335,000. This
amount, in addition to the $5,365,000 which was reprogrammed from
FY'71 Rehabilitation Research and Demonstrations into Rehabilitation
Training, provides a total amount of $27,700,000 which wiL. be available
for rehabilitation training activities during the 1971-1972 acade~ic year.
General Strategy
Our overall plan for the use of tl:e restored additional funds calls
for the reinforcement of selected current projects which have already
received initial grants under either the FY'71 reprogrammed funds or the
original FY' 72 budget. Supplemental support will be limited to those
projects of high quality which are essential to the ach.ievem~nt of the
SRS and RSA program objectives . Only those projects which are directly
contributing or which have the potential for directly contributing to
the achievement of program objectives will be cor.sidered for supplementation.
1.

2.
Short-term training funds will be suppl€.i!!ented nationally to
approximately the FY'71 level. Additional short-term truining funds will
be made available to each Regional Office. The FY'72 short-t~~-::1 allowance
for some Regions will be below the FY' 71 level, however, because the
formula for distribution of Regional short-term trainin~ funds had been
revised in FY'72 in order to ensure that each Region had the capacity to
support short-term training programs in the high priority program areas.
3.
Funds are being set aside for the development of special State
Vocational Rehabilitation agency in-service training projects to assist
in meeting RSA objectives, particularly in the areas related to the
rehabilitation of public assistance recipients and preparation for welfare
reform . Guidelines for the development of these projects are bei~g
prepared .
4.
Funds are being earmarked for the supporc of a limited numb2r of new
undergraduate training programs in r"'habil.:. tation services. Guideline.:;
for the development of these projects are also being developed.

5.

Fu:;.ds

,.!"'("

t-(...~

:iO

re:1:1:)ilit;:.-itio::.;o--:L1:..
year 1972-1973.

c:-:1el~tc.~u tn bt..' rt C,l"'r ·t t ~r. O""d lr .. o . ,Vf rt t!,. t.J Jppr,rt <,:
\,,H:~ t -aining to:-. f0r.: ..1rcl t'undi_:ir i,a•,i.<· fe,r •.he· ac• .::.•fr:::i!.c

Alt:1ough the ex.1ct ,1r.:ou·1t 0f funds tt) be.• usc>d :or t>ncl1 of tLt> nhr,vc p 1.rpose:r,
has not y . . :. hccn t!ctt'r:::ined :it this time, it is importunt. tor ·1r, to secur-e tr,e
dat:1 necessary for the supp1cr.1cnt:1tio1, of sclc~tcc. long-term tra,ning grr..nts.
SpecL,l consider,!ti.on in recor::mending supplementation will he 2::.ven to:
:\ .
Incre:1sing personnel costs for faculty presently supported nt less th;;.:;
full - tirnc, for whom the institution requires full-time support.
B.
Supporting new trainees, especi.lly in those projects in which no fi=st-yea=
t r ainees h:1d been awarded. Re.eommendations for support of trainees in a:;.y pro,:ect
a t a number in excess of FY'71 must be clearly justified.
C.
Increasing total support for projects in minority schools or projects serv:ng
high numbers of minority students .
D.

Supporting handicapped or minority group trainees .

E.
Supplementing faculty support to projects currently supporting continui,,g
t rainees only, •if the Region wishes to recommend maintenance of the project beyond
the presen t academic y~ar .
F.
Increasing dependency allowances to $600 in all projects where depende~cy
allowan ces are already being provided in order to r:!ake Rehabilitation tra::..ning
project s consistent with other DHEW and SRS trai:1ing proJ~cts .
G.
Providing total s t ipends to projects where stipends have been split between
students as a stop - gap effort to spread avail2ble fu~ds further .
H.
Prov idi n g additional stipends to projects in universitites which have
demons tr a t e d wi l lin gness t o assume full responsibility for faculty costs .
To analvze and evaluate indiv idual project needs for additional funds, we are
a s k i ng th a t you complete the attached form and return it to this office by
November 24 , 19 71 ~ i n order to meet Central Office deadline of Nove~ber 30 .

Att achmen t
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November 12, 1~71
TO

Presidents of Ethnic Minority Schools and
Others Concerned with che MSBS Program

SUBJECT :

Minority Schools Biomedical Support (MSBS) Progra~ Documents

In the latter part of October, nine area meetings were held, involving ovE:r 250
persons fro~ sose ninety ethnic minority sciiools, to review and discuss pro~osed
MSBS progran dccu□ ents. As a result of these meetings, the MSBS progra3 docc=encs
have now been revised, taking account of suggestions made at these ceetings. ~e
are very grateful to the participants at th0se meetings, and especially to the hose
schools, for the effort put out by everyone to make these meetings so meaningfu~
and valuable to us .
The official copies of the ~1SBS program docurr:ents will be sent to the Presic2nts of
Ethnic ~linority Schools early in December 1971 (as soon as they are receive~ :ro~
the printers) . However, selection of a MSBS program director and develop2e~~ o: a
MSBS proposal should not await receipt of the official application form by a~y
qualified ethnic minority school (i . e., any four-year college or university in
which student enrollment is drawn mainly from ethnic ::1inority groups). Any ap?L.cations received in this office by January 31, 1972 will be reviewed and co:lsidr:r-::C:.
competitively for possible award so that probrams may begin as early as Jene 1, 1972.
Due to staff limitations, it may be necessary to hold over for the next fiscal ye~r
some or all of the applications submitted after January 31.
Because time is so short, we are enclosing preprint copies of the final version o:
the relevant documents:
MSBS Program General Policy and Infor:nation Statement
Information and Instructions and Applicacion for XSBS Grant
MSBS Program Application Form (~IH Form 1860)
The General Research Support Branch also encourages preliminary inquiries anc t~e
submission of draft proposals as a basis for informal discussion and assistance.
For furth~~ information, inquiries should be directed to:
Minority Schools Bionedical Support Program
General Research Support Branch
Division of Research Resources, NIH
Bethesda, Xaryland 20014
Telephone : 301 - 496-6743

{LJ_k

'l' /t.,l ~ v

Robert J. G~bbs, :h.9.
Chief, General .cse~rch Suppo=t Sra~~~

DEPARTME~T OF HEALTH. EDUCA110N. AND WELFARE
PUOLI(.; HLAI TH SLHVICL
NATIQN,\L INSTl'l UT LS OF HLAL TH
UC.. THLSDA. MA.HYLAND

2v014

December J., 1071
TO

Presidents of Ethnic Minority Institutions

SUBJECT :

Invitation to Participate in the Minority Schools Biomelical
Support (~SBS) Grant Program

The General Research Support Branch, Division of Research R~sourccs, ~ational
Institutes of Health is pleased to infonn you of the official initiation today
of t he Minority Schools Biomedical Support (MSBS) Grant Program. Through the
MSBS program, grants will be. awarded on a competitive basis to provide support
for biomedical research and research training activities at ethnic minority
institutions (i.e . , four- year colleges and universities in which student enrollment is drawn mainly from ethnic minority groups) .
Since your institution has been identified to us as one which may qualify for
participation in this program, we are sending you the enclosed official Application Kit . Your institution can compete for MSBS grant funds by selecting a prograr:1
director who will i::hen work with appropriate administrators and scieni::ists at your
institution to develop and submit a completed application.
Any application received in this office by Jc..nuary 31, 1972, will be reviewed and
considered competitively for possible award so that programs may begin as early as
June 1 , 1972. Due to staff limitations it may be necessary to hold over for next
fisc&l year some or all applications sub~itted after January 31.
Our staff is available for advice and consultation, and you and your staff are
encouraged to have discussions prior to the foIT!lal submission of yocr MSES applic ation . The General Research Support Branch telephone number is 301: 496- 6743.
Administrators and scientists at many mino~ity institutions have expressed great
interest in this program opportunity . At this time we are sending them copies of
t he enclosed information (except for the official Application Form itself) and
ur ging them to contact and work with the::.r institution's President in this endeavor .
We would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your cooperation and help
in making the MSBS program a reality . Throu~h your continued support we know that
t his program will be highly successful .

I)

,

tl:;1-r_._/r qf Z-41

"
Robert J . Gibbs,
Ph.D.
Chief, General Research Support Branch
Enclos u res

December 3, 1971

Dr. Ivory Nelson
Asst. Dean of the College
Campus
Dear Dr. Nelson:
Enclosed is a copy of the ffGuidelines for Preparation of
Proposals" under the National Science Foundation, College
Science Improvement PrQgram.
You will note that there is a specific section in this guideline for projects in historically hlack colleges. It is
important that we lay out basic concepts on this project
as quickly aR ossible.
I shall appreciate hearing from you.
Very truly yours,

lvin I. Thomas
President
AIT/pam
Enclosure

December 3, 1971

Dr. Ivory Nelson
Asst. Den of the College
Campus
Dear Dr. Nelson:
Enclosed is information which hould ,e executed as
art
of Prairie Vi
A. and • Colleg participation in the tudy
being conducted by the University of California, Berkeley.
I shall be pl ased if you would get with ap ropriate official ■
here at th C lle e and se that this information is rendered
to Dr. Harold L. Hodgkinson at the @arlieet po• ibl
ate.

Very truly yours,

Alvin I. Tho as
r sid nt
AIT/pam
cc:

Dr.Hr ld L.

odgkinson

November 30, 1971

Dr. Ivory Nelson
Research and Special Projects
Campus
Dear Dr. N lson:
I have a copy of a letter to Dr. v. M. Doctor from
the National Institutes of Health advising that they
did not recommend approval of his research grant
application.
A few days aqo I received a letter £roe Dr. ~eraldine
Nood advising that we had not used a Grant Development
Service which was available to UR from the national
Institutes of Health. I surmif"ed at that time that
our grant would prohahly not be approved.
I should be pleased if you would work with Dr. Wood
to detenr.ine th specific problems raised to
Dr. Doctor's aoplication. If the problems are not
insurmountable I would strongly su c;est that we use
the National Advisory Service, and resubmit this
proposal.
If I can be of assist~nce to you ana

nr.

please let me know.
Very truly yours,

Alvin I. Thomas
President

AIT/sah

cc:

or. v.

M. Doctor

Doctor

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
PUBLIC HEAL TH SERVICE
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEAL TH
BETHESDA, MARYLAND

20014

November 22, 1971
Our Reference:

NIGMS-RGB

1 R0l GM 19071-01
o,embcr lt--i :J , 1971 Cou.. c.i.1.

Dr. V. M. Doctor
Department of Chemistry
Prairie View A&M College
Prairie View, Texas 77445
Dear Dr. Doctor:
I regret to report that the National Advisory General Medical Sciences
Council at the meeting noted above did not recormnend approval of your
research grant application.
We appreciate the time and effort you spent on preparing this application.
Please be assured that any further applications you may wish to submit
will receive our full consideration.
Sincerely yours,

Bernard :Sh cter, Ph.D.
ProgrSlll Administr tor
Research Grants Branch
Nation
Institute of
General Medical Sci ncee

cc :

j

,

December 2, 1971

Dr. I. v. Nelaon, Vice Preaident
Research and Special Project•
campue

Dear Dr. Nelson:
Pleaee aee that this questionnaire on disadvantaged
atudenta ia executed ae soon aa poeaible.
Pleaae aend me a copy of the reaponae.

very truly youra,

Alvin I. Thoma.a
Preaident
AIT/sah
Encloeure

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
OFFICE OF EDUCATION
WASHINGTON. D .C.

20202

October 19, 1971

Dear President :
The U. S . Office of Education has contracted with Educational Testing Service
for a series of surveys to determine the extent and level of success of
special programs for disadvantaged students in institutions of higher
education . The initial survey requires a census of all U.S . institutions of
higher education to determine the kinds and costs of programs in operation,
and the numbers of students served .
To expedite the survey, we are enclosing a brief form which we hope you
will assign for completion to the administrative officer responsible for all
special programs for disadvantaged students. The form asks for some identi fying information about the institution, for information about special programs
for disadvantaged students, and for estimates of need for such programs at
your institution .
All information provided in this survey will be treated as confidential .
Because only aggregates, by type of institution, will be reported to the U. S .
Office of Education by Educational Testing Service, the information you
provide can not affect federal support of current or requested programs at
your institution . Indirectly, the results of the total survey will make an
important cont ribution to estimates of national need , and could have a major
impact on the direction and nature of these programs in the future .
Your assistance in this critical matter is appreciated . Time deadlines are
very tight, and we would be most gratified for return of the form by
November 30 , 1971 .

Acting Associate Commissioner
f or Higher Educa tion

Survey of Special Pro grams for Disadvantaged Students in Higher Education

DEFINITIONS

SPECIAL PROGRAM: To qualify as a "specia l program" under this definition, there should be a
statement of institutional record as to the goals and objectives of the special program, with specification of target population, intervention or treatment strategies, and there should be an institutional
staff member charged with responsibility for the administration and maintenance of the program. A
separately budgeted (e.g., separate line item, noted in other line item, etc.) formal or structured
body of activity by the: institution for high school graduates (e.g., Upward Bound, Project Opportunity, etc.) or enrolled students, which is not routinely available to or appropriate for the ty pical
entering student but directed toward the more disadvantaged student (see next definition) is usua ll y
considered to be a "special program."

DISADVANTAGED STUDENT: By "d isadvantaged student" is meant a student who, by virtue of
origin from an ethnic minority, a low income group as defined by the national poverty criteria
(see below), or by virtue of physical handicaps restricting movement or sensory acuity, has specia l
deficiencies of a social, cultural, or academic nature that set him apart from the regular or modal
students at your institution. These are generally students who would require special resources and
innovative curriculum to assure their success in the academic environment.

NATIONAL POVERTY CRITERIA*
To fall within the national poverty criteria group, a student must come from a family with annual
income not exceeding the amount shown below:
Family Size

Nonfarm

Farm

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

$1,840**
2,383
2,924
3,743
4,415
4,958
6,101

$1,569
2,012
2,480
3,195
3,769
4,244
5,182

If a low-income student co·mes from a family with more than seven members, add $600 for each
additional family member in a nonfarm family; add $500 if the family is a farm family.
The poverty criteria is generally met if the student:
1.

lives in federally supported low-income public housing.

2.

is part of a family where there is serious mismanagement of income so that
little, if any, of such income accrues to the benefit of the student.

3.

is from a family on state or federally funded welfare program .

Adapted from Seri es P60, Number 71, Table 6, Bureau of the Census, U.S. Department of Commerce, July 1970.
All dollar amounts refer to income before taxes.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

The attached form (OE Form 160) for survey of special programs for disadvantaged students
should be completed by all institutional units responding and reporting as such in the annual
Higher Education General Information Survey (HEGIS) of the U. S. Office of Education. In the
event that a branch campus completes the form individually or that the parent institution com pletes the form inclusive of branch campuses, please indicate such under item 1 of the form. The
administrative officer responsible for all special programs for disadvantaged students, as defined
above, should complete the items relating to such programs.

I terns 1 through 5:
These items involve general institutional data of record. Data requested on opening fall undergraduate enrollment in 1971 (item 3), and on current funds expenditures for the fiscal year ending
in 1971 (item 2), should agree with that provided in the 1971-72 HEGIS Survey of the U. S.
Office of Education .

Item 6:
If this item is applicable to the institution, list separately each program that operates as a
functional unit (i.e., that focuses on a particular target group of students, consists of one or more
discrete activities, and that has a responsible "program director" assigned.) Use additional sheets Qf_
blank ~ if space provided I? insufficient.
If the program listed is a "bridge program" for students not yet formally enrolled in the institution, please indicate in the appropriate space.
Numbers of students served by the program, and numbers of involved faculty and staff, are
requested in Full-Time ("FT"), Part-Time ("PT"), and Full-Time Equivalent ("FTE") categories.
A Full-Time student is defined as one enrolled for at least 75% of the load normally required
of undergraduates .
A Part-Time student is one enrolled for less than 75% of the normal load.
"Faculty" are defined as persons with academic rank who serve the program in teaching or
administrative capacities; staff members are defined as other personnel serving the program who do
not hold academic rank (e.g., counselor, etc.).
A Full-Time faculty or staff member is defined as a member of administrative or academic
staff devoting three-fourths or more of available work time to the program.
A Part-Time faculty or staff member is one devoting less than three-fourths time to the
program.
"Full-Time Equivalent student" may be determined by the same procedure used in HEGIS. If
you have not previously calculated full-time equivalent enrollment, the following method is suggested:
ADJUSTED HEADCOUNT METHOD - Full-Time Equivalent enrollment equals
the headcount of full-time students plus one-third the headcount of part-time
students.
You may use the above method or any other method of calculating full-time equivalent enrollment most appropriate and/or convenient to your institution .
"Full-Time Equivalent faculty or staff" is determined by the average total man-hours per work
week, devoted to the program while program is in operation, divided by 40.

Support in most cases will fall into one or more of the following categories:
Federal, state,
foundation,_ institutional general funds, or other (business and industry, community action groups,
church, etc.).
In identifyi~ SOURCE OF SUPPORT, please observe the following considerations:
•

If support comes from federal sources, please indicate agency (e.g., OE, OEO,
USDL, etc.) and if possible indicate law and title providing funds or the name
of the act (e.g., Higher Education Amendments of 1968, Title I-A).

•

It support comes from state appropriations, please specify whether their source
is state general funds or special appropriations.

•

If support comes from a foundation grant, please name the foundation.

•

If support is drawo from institutional general funds, please indicate if identifiable portions come from unrestricted gifts, income on endowment, student
tuition, special fees, sale of goods or services, or other sources.

•

If support comes from other than federal, state, foundation, or general institutional funds, please name or otherwise identify the nature of the source.

Should program support as budgeted come from more than one source, list the several sources
and show in brackets the approximate percentage of total costs from each source [e.g., "Title I-A,
(50%); Ford Foundation, (50%))

Item 7:
If item 6 is completed, this item provides space for identifying the content or nature of the
special programs previously listed. Specifically, those activities or aspects of the programs that are,
as a matter of record, formal emphases, and for which budget line items may exist, should be
checked, and, if more than one program is listed in item 6, show by number which program(s)
has(have) the feature indicated.

Item 8:
This item calls for total expenditures for special programatic attention to disadvantaged students. As such, it allows for expenditures for programs not meeting the definition of "special
programs" given above, but which you consider significant.

Items 9 through 12:
These items call for "best estimates" and op1n1ons concerning disadvantaged students and the
source of support for programs for disadvantaged students at your institution.
Should you have any questions concerning the completion of this form, please call the individual listed below at the nearest office of Educational Testing Service.
Location of ITS Office
Princeton, N. J.
Evanston, 111 .
Los Angeles, Cal.
Redington Beach, Fla.
San Juan, P.R.
Durham, N. C.
Berkeley, Ca I.
Austin, Tex.
Washington, D. C.

Phone

609-921
312-869
213-254
81 3-391
809-765
919-682
415-849
512-454
202-296

9000
7700
5236
9806
3365
5683
0950
8935
5930

Name of Individual to Contact
Mr. Chuck Stone
Mrs. Theresa Strand
Mrs. Celia Delavallade
Mr. John Dobbin
Mr . Ennio Belen-Trujillo
Miss Adele Richardson
Mrs. Santelia Knight Johnson
Mr. Don Hood
Mr. David Nolan

O',18 rJo. 51 S71033
Ap proval P..<p1res 6/30,'72

•

SURVEY OF SPECIAL PROGRAMS IN HIGHER EDUCATION FOR DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS
Educational Testing Service
Princeton, N.J.

Please Read Instructions Before Completing This Form

01445

Please return by NOVEMBER 30, 1971
USE ENCLOSED ENVELOPE

1. Name and mailing address of this institution:

2. Total current funds expenditures for fiscal year ending 1971

(from HEGIS Survey, OE Form 2300·4, 4/71, P. 3, line 18)

3. Full time equivalent opening fall undergraduate enrollment, 1971
Degree credit students

(from line 3, column 6, and/or line 14, column 6, HEGIS, OE Form 2300·2.3·1, 3/71 J

I

Non-bachelor's degree credit students~'- - - - - - - - - ~

~--------~

4. For what percent of undergraduate students at this institution are on-campus residential quarters available?

5. Admission Requirements and Standards:
A. Usual minimum requirements for ur.dergraduate admission (Check one)

(1) Only ability to profit from attendance
(2) High school graduation or equivalent
(3) High school graduation plus some additional indicatio11 of aptitude

(grades, tests, etc.)

(4) Other (Specify)

-

If (3) is checked above, selact best single answer for sections Band C below.
B. Usual minimum high school standing for admission:
1(1) top 1/10

LJ I

(2) top 1/5

I ~[(3_)_t_op-1/-~~~~

[£top 1_1_
3 ~~ @0p_11_2__.__

_.I 1(6)

Below top 1/2 1

C. Use of Scholastic Tests in admission
(1) Generally not required

(3) Requ ired as supportin[J evidence for ddm1ss1on of some (not all) applican ts '

(2) Required principally as a matter of record

(4) Required. and used in determining admissibility for all applicants

OE Form 160

I

If this institution has one or more "Special Programs for Disadvantaged Students", as defined, complete items 6-7; otherwise skip to item 8

,·6. ldcntificat on of Special Programs for Disadvan taged Students.

-----

Titl e or Brief Description of Program

Year

-

-

Bridge

Program Program?
Start ed

Yes

No

Summer School
Numbers of
or
Regul ar Term? Stud ents Served

ss

RT

PT

FT

FTE

Numbers
of
Staff

Numbers
of
Faculty
FT

PT

FTE

FT

FTE

PT

Budgeted Costs
for
FY 1971 -72
-

(1)

-- •

~

Source of Support
(sec instruc tio ns )

------ -

(2)

-(3)

(4)

(5)

--(G)

(7)

-- -

--·

--

-

--

- ----

.

--

--

- - - - - --- - - ·- - -- ,_

-

- - ,_

-

-- -- - - - - -

--

-

- --

-- - - - -

-

·- - -

---

-

-

~

--

-- - -- - -

-

·-

-~

-

- -

--- - - - - - ~- -- - -

---

.

----·

.

7. Content or nature of spt!C iJI pro grams:(Ch,•ck

-

.111 thilt apply to this institlltion. ,111<1 indic,,I1· by numbt: which pro9r,1m l1st1:d und,.-r ,11.-m 6 h,.-rr:in h ,g th,,t fnafllff:. J

Special academic counseling, guidance, or advisory assistance

-

--

---

. Special r~cruiting' efforts or strategy

----

-

Special facilities or activities for diagnosing academic difficulties

Special tutorial service by faculty or students
~vem~nt of extra-1nstitut1onal resources

-

Schools sending students

(Chock all rhar apply)

--

Financial aid

- -----

---

l

(Ch,:ck ull lh,,r ,1pply)

---

Loan
Grant
Work-study
--Job placement

----- -

Other

Other colleges

--

--

Guidance for graduate study

-

(Specify)

Community agencies, organization
Business or industry
Extra-curricular support

(facilitation of social lifa, etc.)

Remedial courses (crad,r or non -credit)
,._
Special instructional Media
Special classroom instructional strategies
8. Total expenditures this year for special programatic attention to disadvantaged students

$

If this amount differs from sum of "budgeted costs" in item 6, please explain

9. Considering the nature of the institution, what would be, in the opinion of the respondent, the optimal arran~ement for special programatic attention to
disadvantaged students ll this institution in the 1972-73 academic year?

(Check one)

Numbers of students should remain the same, with total budget of
Numbers of students should be increased, with total budget of
Numbers of students should be decreased, with total budget of
10. In the opinion of the chief administrative officer of this Institution, any increased support for special programs for disadvantaged students should be sought

and/or come from which of the following sources?
(Check all that apply and then rank those checked in order of importance with 1 = most important, 2

SOURCE
Institutional funds as follows:

( ✓)

RANK

=next most important, etc.)
( ✓)

SOURCE

1

RANK

I

Existir.g federal authorizations, with increased appropriations

General

New federal legislation

Tuition and fees

State general funds

Gifts

New state legislation

Endowment income

Other

I

I

I
I

I
I
I

(Specify J

Other
Foundat ions

(local or national)

I

I

11. Best estimate of proportion of current u11dcrurJduate population at this institution who come from families with annual incon:e le~s than
the n;itional poverty c11terion (sc1e 111struc1wnsi

12. Of those '1!1sadvantaged students entering this institution, what percent 1s est11natcd to
(1) Grad:te fro1:his institution ]__

13. Commen t

%

l~~ Tra:fer to another institution

L

% I (3) Cont111ue for uraduate studie~ at any in~ _i1_u_1i_o_n_.[
_ _ _ _%__,I

(e.g .. Jny expeflcncc w,th d1sadvantJgecf studen ts; recommend<1tions as to federal policy and progr,1,n; spec,,,/ 1nst1tut1onal

phtlosophy and policy re d,s.;dvancaged. relevat1t acttv,ttes not fit t ing under dcfint t iot1s o r Cdtegorws provided, etc.)

14. Name of person completing this questionnaire

Name

Title

Please return to:
£DUCA TIONAL TESTING SERVICE
501 Willard Street,
Durham, North Carolina 27701

Date

'

PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL A D MECHA ICAL COLLEGE
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS

77445

December 2, 1971
•""c,,

0 ffice of
T11 E PRESID ENT

Dr. I. V. Nelson, Vice President
Research and Special Programs
Campus
Dear Dr. Nelson:
Enclosed are applications and guidelines f or
pros~ams to prepare professional personnel
in the education of the handicapped.
Please note the December and January deadlines.
Very truly yours,

Alvin I. Thomas
President
AIT/sah
CC:

Dr. w. Buckner
Dr. M. Londow
Dr. w. Carney
Dr. J. L. Brown
Dr. w. w. Clem
Dr. G. R. Ragland

DEPA RTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION. AND WELFARE
OFFICE OF EDUCATION
WASHINGTON, O.C.

Bure au of Educatio n
for Lh e Handicapped

20202

November 23, 1971

De ar Coll eague :
Enclosed is the final official application form to be used in re questin g federal fini,ncial support for progra~s to prepare professional
per-sonnel in t!te edu ation of the handicapped .
'ou previo11sly were
sent a copy of Lhc program administrative manual and a draft copy of
the application iorm.
The guidelines in thj s progra:n adrainlstrative PWnual do 1,ot con:::tilul<>
legal rc- quit:L? ... cnts for tlie progrc1n1. Ler;al ~.-er:,1ire1:.ents jn the font
of 1cg••laUons •.- ill bt• p,ulishcd _;_nth' Federal Rt!gistcr, 8t which t'r;•
)ll't \;i_lJ ha •e tlrirty days jn \,'hicb to 1 d·p c0:. 1cnls.
The rq.;ulat·io,1s
\-.ill be ,q,p]jc,hle to alJ trair•.:.r,i, irant.3 1:1.ade tmder Public: L,l\·7 91-230,
Tille , .: - , Lduc.:' ion of the iinndic,.pp .... d A~t, Pat ts D and G. \'c r·::-:1 ect
th'• 1 ,uL1U.01 s to follo~, very cloi;cly th.; guideli11·,s as out J ined iu
th~ c.; J rogn:,J11 i:-'cln.i 11L,trat:i •e manua l.
A m, 1:i:,ci.: of m,-:i_ior ch:>11res in Hurcm1 po] icics a11cl procedure'..:; have been
l ' __; :> t. f .. S ) C .'.11 •
'f Ji C ).'( f 1 1" (' > \ . P U q' (• ) ' ! t ) S ' Ll rj _' t I l ti J l' 0 ~'. r a l .'.l C • il i St J.' d L · t' :-:-naa) c .. rcfuJ ly n, d Lo pro •icie ; Ll info ·"al i0n rc, 1 n.•::;lcd .::.s
cl ar]:, .1 -I cc,nr:i~cl_· as po.~sjhlc. 1..'C' •.1ill «pprcci.:>l" r:horL but ro .. ,}~t,•
a:,!Jic.:itio:.~. .
'en a1y Fc"·:inist1~Uvc uri't rakini applicntio1', aJl
1 c_1,cst.s for :.Uf,,h·n-t of tri'i11inp, acli\'H.;c>s, c,.ccpL spec:iaJ p:-o_ject•; ,
slw u 1 d r,e cn;1t,dnNl in or L! applicaUon. i,ctdition.:ilJy , su . .='.:;r scssio.i,
c:i c1derr.:ic y ar , progra 1 dc •e]or,:1~n , .:rnd spcc-·.:11 ·study insULutc· perLwl~;
of st:uc y sliol!J d be co11tai ncd iu the r,rn, e npp] icnt·ion . The e·-_ccpLicn
t
this ru]c is r·pecial projects for wlii.ch a s,'pa1·,1tc app]icttion,
ud 1.e tl esc 1:1atc1: i als a1 so, should bt• prepar d.
For t i,e 1 cgu] ar award progr.:m, appJ j cations fro:n state ec.lucat :ion.11
ar,"neies \.ilJ. nm 1 he made jn conjuncU.ou, ith the• Project <l Ac·U,,jtier;
Docu•rt'"'lt (OT, Fou~, 901G) . 'fhl' ret;uc.st0d in[or:1ation shou],l be co .. pl tC!d
an c1 SL1 i:,mittcJ to the Division_ of F.clucat ional Services a]ong rill1 t'.W
<lr~ft copies of Part Ill-A of the Project,~
ctt •itjes Document fo1
fY 19'/3 . The review of the training plane- u dcr Part D and asso,:jatcd
decisions will c011t j nue to be made by the Di isjon of Training ProermH,,
b 1t as we move tm.1ard increasingly coord · nateJ pl.:ms and activities uc
fee it l1ichly appropriate to conbinc that request in the Projected
Activit ie.., Docu ... cnt . The application should dcscr ibe a plan for i:hc
dev•lopcicnt and ~stablishmcnt of a total procraCT for a three-year period .

I

II

,

2

I

The Bureau is t his year requesting that all applicant inst i t utions
of h ighe r ed ucation send a copy of their training gran t application ,
minu s s uc h sensitive infonnation as personnel salaries , t o the
Dir ector o f Special Iducatlon in their stale department of education .
SimiJarly 1 state directors of special education are requested to send
a co py of their state manpower needs asse~,s, ent and their state training
gr ant application to each of the in3tltuti ons of hiiher education in
t heir state . Our e.·pectatlon is that such en jnforma tlon e~{change will
l ead to great~r efficiency in programs and, increasingly , to coordin3t d
planning for na.1powcr needs Fi thin each sta~ ~ .
In stitutions will be asked in th e appJicat· n form to desciribc how
thejr pro"ram goalH and o bjccUscs r:-1.'.lle t
tho se of the Division of
Trainil1g :i?ror,ram,:,, Bureau of [ducation fo· the Hc:.ncllcapp0d . 1hc
Di-vis .ici1 1 S ohjc·c tiq~s are '-'t,:ted in ten,;:; cf prioriU ,~s . Priorities
ba::.cd c•; four di·~2nsions ~-:ill he e;,1phasi~:"
in tht• 1972 decision rrocess
by t11C' Division . Ti12 four dir.:ensicins arc : ~vel of: prc!;)aratiun, type of
hawU cap served, sr,ccial U.r1;cts, and etc .o··ra ,hy .
Doc t(1ral p!:el'~r..- U 0·1 for:- tc ,icl,,..!r et!w:,:t or .- , pr act i L 'i uners <'ncl rc's,,, irc,1t·1·s
js thP !1:g1:~•~t p1'01il_ c.1:·::irn; levL:Js 0 f. 1:e::)·1n1ti.01 . Second prit•r•t.y
goQ~ Le, ::,.,, Jev .... l r, ·...--~,,,r~ U .c•11 of u,,:c],_'.r.-· ·:1.·l pr,H.:t.it ion~r~ , p-irli uLn-1~·
to pri; ::·ams 1-.hich t a l :e: Dt:V,''1::~[.,C. of the c •rr,•tit sue,).1 •1:; of psrsL•:1r
prc:J;: :~c . .! for r"··· uJ ".Lr clc1S!••:..·n(.1::. t (..i.cl:jn . ~.
l .. n 'e rsrcidt.:, Le prc1,Drf2lj(,n is
10\,' pr.i.crity ~xclpt 1-:1wre h:11:-.nced U/ o:: li,1 p,~or.it:_- di!':c.nsiLnS 1; (•Jow .
111~•:w.;t prj oriLy ,:.,,,, .. ,. type· •; nf- chi l c',, n <· :.e si•n. c :i by the:. Ll [' ·w::. ··~
\•:1 11 fl to le:1ri.1ln~ c!1 ..-.aLlc,l, i ·l,.:,vic ,1 . . 1J • :
.>Or( 1 Qr~d , tii~tJt.-;h .. 1 ·'ic,:j 1>:)d
a.nl r1o t~l":L_ l;:) i.1
1!1_;-ci :~I_ cd,~c:Lio:1 (; 11 rt~( ~c:\.. en .
Jrn~!,"t1!,l ( ..... ~)'"['~. n
ju oLl,·r ..:.r,·aEi o; l1 Jwl:l c:1 1, i::: J"i.'8:ndc,c; a. J..:•. c rilic:,l E:t Lld:J L~ c. .
1

1

0
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December 2, 1971

Dr. I. v. Nelson, Vice President
Rese rch and Special Programs

campus
Dear Dr. Nelson:
The attached material from Dr. John D.
Sullivan will be of interest to you.
very truly yours,

Alvin I. Thomas
President
AIT/aah

Attachment

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENi; OF AGRICULTURE
COOPERATIVE STATE RESEARCH SERVICE
WASHINGTON , O. C . 20250

<;>F°FICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

November 24, 1971
NOTE TO PRESIDENTS- Colleges of 1890 and Tuskegee
This is for the Workshop covered in our memo of
November 4 •. If you wish to send others in addition
to your Research Coordinator, please advise us
as soon as possible.
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D. SULLIVAN
Assistant Administrator

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
COOPERATIVE STATE RESEARCH SERVICE
WASHINGTON , D . C .

20250

OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

Nove~ber 24, 1971
SDBJECT:
TO:

Workshop for Research Coordinators
Research Coordinators, Colleges of 1890 and
Tuskegee
Enclosed is the program planned for the Research
Coordinators Workshop to be held on December 7-8,
1971.
A m~jor purpose of this Workshop is for each
Research Coordinator to examine, together with
other Research Coordinators, the elements of
responsibility and functions essential to carrying
out programs of research of the magnitude resulting
. from an appropriation of $8,883,000. This will
include the elements of effective communication
within your institut ion, between institutions and
collectivelX (or individually) with CSRS.
There will be a consideration of the guidelines.
Please study your guidelines carefully and come
prepared to point out areas of concern or that
are unclear.
We do not plan to discuss items of specific
institutional concern unless they are of general
interest.
Such specific items we will be pleased
to discuss with you individually.
We look forward to seeing you at the Workshop.
'
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JOHN D. SULLIVAN
Assistant Administrator
2 Enclosures:
Program
Guidelines
cc: Presidents, 1890 Colleges and Tuskegee

PROGRAM
Rl!SEARCH COORDIRATatS WORKBHOP
DECPMBER 7 and 8, 1971
Fatml' SERVICE ~ C E ROCM
ROClit 3842 SoorH BUIIDmJ
U. S. DBPAR'rMEN'l' OF AORICUill.'URE
WASHDf(7J.'(Jf, D. C.

TUESMY, DECEMBER 7 -

Morning Program 9:00 a.m. -

Dr. John D. SUlllvan

WEIC(J(l!! -

-

Chairman

Dr. N. D. Bayley - Director, Science

and !Mucation
9:15 a.m. - Regional Research Planning - Dr. L. H. De.vii Science and Educatioo Statf
9:45 a.m. - Perspective on USM Funding tor this Program Dr. 1'. P. Ralston - Associate Director, Science
and Education
10:00 a.m. - A University President's Outlook on the Future
Dr. R. D. Morrilon, President - Alabama Agricultural
and Mechanical University.
10:30 a.m. - CSRS Resources and Ser""ices Available - Dr. R. L. IDvvorn
Administrator, Cooperative State Research Service.
11:00 a.m. - CRIS, Identification and Use of Data - Mr. J. Turnbill
Assistant Administrator for Research Management, CSRS
12:00 noon - wnch - USM cafeterias
The Research Coordinator
1:00 p.m. - Backgrowid on the Poaltlon ot Research Coordinator
Dr. J. D. Sullivan, Assistant Adm1n1etrator
Cooperative State Re1earch Service

1:15 p.m. - Functions and Responsibilities of a Research Coordinator
Dr. J. A. Morrts, Rea rch Coordinator, Alcorn
Agricultural and Mechanical College, MiaaiHippi

1:30 p.m. - Functions and Responsibilities of a Research Coordinator
Prote1&or U.S. Washington, Research Coordinator,
Delaware State College, Delaware

I

,

page - 2 -

1:45 p.a. - Separate into Small Groups to Address Questions on

Functions and Reaponaibillties ot the Research
Coordinator.
3:30 p.m. - Reconvene for Five Minute Report trom each Group.
Discuss and Synthesize Answers to the Questions.
7:30 p.m. - Dinner - Blackies House ot Beet.
wEmESI.11\Y, DECEMBER 8 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon:

Discuaaion Panel: CSRS Personnel,
Guidelines - What They Say and What They Mean~
Panel Members -

Chairman
12: 00 noon

-

-

Dr. B.
Dr. E.
Dr. A.

s.
c.
s.

White
Miller
lewmn
Poat

Dr. B. w.
Dr. A. T. M. IA9e
Dr.

c.

R. Richards

wnch - USM Caf'eterias

J. D. Sullivan - Chairman
Coaaunications
1:00 - l: 15 p.m. - Colaunication Weeda - Dr. J. D. Sullivan

AF!'ERNOOI'

-

1:15 - 3:00 p.m. - Separate into Small Groups to Address Questions

of Continuing Interactions Among Research Coordinators
and with CSRS Individualzy and Collectivezy.
3:00 - 4:00 p.m. - RecoDTene tor Five Minute Report from each Group.
Discuss and Synthesize Anavers to Qaiestions.
4:00 p.m.

-

Adjourn.

CSRS OD 1269
October

4, 1971

Guidelines for Preparation of Research Programs
and Projects at the Land-Grant Colleges of 1890
and Tuskegee Institute
(Funded Under Authority of Public Law 89-106)

The increased appropriation made it possible for the 1890
Land-Grant Colleges and Tuskegee Institute to join the u.s.
Department of Agriculture, the State Agricultural Experiment
Stations and cooperating Forestry Schools as substantial
partners in research to help solve the Nation's rural and
agricultural problems. The research conducted by the sixteen
1890 Land-Grant Colleges and Tuskegee, which is to be funded
by appropriation under P.L. 89-106 administered by the
Cooperative State Research Service for the Secretary of
Agriculture, is to be organized within problem areas (Programs)
with specific projects contributing to these programs. The
programs of research are to be developed in such a way as
to provide reasonable assurance of addressing meaningful
rural problems and avoiding duplication of other work.
Research Programs
Definition: A program is a unit of research large enough
to be aubdivided logically for administrative management
into two or more discrete subunits (projects). It is small
enough to provide limits for planning and administration.
A program describes research directed toward the solution
of an important rural problem in the state or region. Subunits of a program, contributing projects, are designed to
accomplish program objectives. Each 1890 Land-Grant College
and Tuskegee will have at least one research program. Each
institution may have several research programs.
Purpose: A program will provide a focus of effort which
can lead to the development of specialty areas of research
in the institution. Each specialty area would represent
research capability in sufficient concentration to solve
important problems.
Program Development
1. A research coordinating committee or comparable mechanism
is to be established in each state. See accompanying list
of committee members as of September 15, 1971.
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Members - Research Coordinator - 1890 Institution
and/or Tuskegee
Director - State Agricultural Experiment
Station or representative named by him
CSRS Representative
Others - As invited by above for special
needs. These may be special resource
people whose talents would aid in the
specific job at hand. They could serve
in any of the functions of the committee-problem identification, program development,
and program evaluation. These resource
people would be primarily drawn from the
institutions directly involved but may be
from Federal agencies, institutions in
other states or from other sources.
CSRS envisions these committees as continuing committees
for problem identification and program development and
evaluation.

2. Program development will be coordinated by the Research
Coordinating Committee.
3. Program(s) will be approved by the Research Coordinator

with concurrence of the Research Coordinating Committee.
4. Submitted by the Research Coordinator to CSRS for
review and evaluation.

s.

Approval, if satisfactory, by CSRS.
authorization.

This.!.!,~ funding

6. Return to 1890 institution or Tuskegee for implementation.
The first step in implementation is the preparation of
project outlines in support of the program.
7. At least SO percent of the programs and the contributing
projects from each institution should be submitted by
November 30, 1971.
8. All programs and contributing projects for which 1972
funds are anticipated should be submitted to CSRS by
March 1, 1972.

3

Project Development
The unit of funding ia the project.
1. The Research Coordinator has the responsibility for
Coordinating project development. The State Agricultural
Experiment Station (SAES) and the Cooperative State
Research Service (CSRS) should be involve~ as appropriate,
when they can be of assistance, in developing an effective
project.
2. The principal investigator(&) (specialists) should develop
project proposals. Eabh proposal must fit within an
approved program of research. In project development,
the use of any available reaources--auch as, Current
Research Information System (CRIS) print-outs and
knowledgeable colleagues, including SAES personnel in
the same or related fields--is encouraged.
3. Tbe ~project is reviewed by the Research Coordinator.who
is responsible for program administration at that institution. He will require such changes as he feels desirable
or necessary.
4. The project is reviewed by the Director (SAES) for possible
additional input by the SAES personnel and for purposes
of statewide.coordination.

s.

The project is approved by the Research Coordinator.

6. The project is subaitted by the Research Coordinator to
CSRS for review and approval.
7. The project is approved, if satisfactory, by CSRS. Approval
authorizes use of funds beginning with the approval date.
For use of funds appropriated in a given fiscal year, this
action must be completed by June 30 of that year, e.g., for
FY 1972 funds this action must be completed by June 30, 1972.

a.

Expenditure of funds may be made at any time within the
s .ated duration of the project. The maximum duration of
time is five years from the date of approval.

9. The research may be carried out at any appropriate location
but must be under the administrative control of the
Research Coordinator. For example, it may be carried out
ta) on the campus, farm or community of the 1890 College,
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(b) in any of the counties, communities, o, districts
within the state, (c) at the State Agricultural Experiment
Station, if mutually agreeable, (d) at a cooperating farm,
(e) at a separate location such as Federal facilities,
other universities, etc.
10. The research must be aimed at the solution of a problem.

In order to improve the opportunity to solve the problem,
justifiable charges to the project may include but are
not limited to the following: (a) development, renovation
and/or modification of facilities and purchase of major
equipment needed to carry out that project, (b) purchase
of necessary supplies and incidental equipment, (c) salary
of personnc!l (to the extent actually working on the project),
(d) travel expenses to develop or improve skills required
to carry out the project, (e) travel to participate in
coordination of research being conducted under the approved
project or to report results to professional or other
interested groups, (f) the research portion of a professional
improvement leave which is directly related to the progress
of the project, (g) it may be part of a cooperative effort
developed with other institutions (Federal and State)
within the state, within the region, or in other regions.
11. The principal investigator is the key person responsible

for carrying out the research of the project. He is
responsible to the Research Coordinator for the quality,
relevance, and productivity of the research. Changes in
principal investigators are subject to the approval of
CSRS.
12. A summary of the training and experience of each of the
project leaders will be included with the project outline.

I

•
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Essentials of a Research Program
1. Title. A brief, clear designation of the area of the
research. The title used by itself should give a good
indication of what the program is about.
2. Objective(s). A statement of the general problem to
which the research is to be addressed.
Each research program should be focused on an area of
research important to the state or region in which the
performing organization is located. The problem should
be stated in terms general enough to provide the basis
for a logical subdivision into several specific projects
for solution of the problem.
·
3. Current status of research on the problem. This is to
include (a) a statement on the importance of the problem,
and (b) in general terms, what has been done to date and
what remains to be done.
4. The capability of the institution to conduct this research.
Thi:, should include description or identification of staff
capabilities, and facilities available, or readily made
available, and other supporting resources necessary to the
research. It may include justification of a need to
develop capabilities in a new area. This may be in general
terms. The specific items are to be developed in the
project outlines.
5. A statement showing the cooperative planning that has led
to the development of this program proposal. It should
include evidence that the area of work proposed does not
duplicate work completed or being done elsewhere.
6. !eP,;~oval signature of Research Coordinator. Concurrence
signature of Director of the State Agricultural Experiment
Sta·cion (evidence of concurrence may be sent in a separate
let:er).
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Essentials of a Project Outline
1. Title. A brief, clear, specific designation of the subject
of the research. The title, used by itself, should 9ive a
good indication of what the project is cmout.

2. Justification. Should present (1) the importance of the
problem to the agriculture and rural life of the State or
region; (2) reasons for doing the work such as the needs
the project will fill and the importance of doing the work
now; and (3) ways in which public welfare or scientific
knowledge will be advanced.
3. Previous Work and Present Outlook. A brief summary covering
pertinent prev,aas research on the problem (citing the more
important and recent publications from other research centers
as well as your own); the status of current research; and
the additional information needed, to which the project is
expected to contribute. (Literature citations may be
listed at the end of the project outline.)
4. Objectives. A clear, complete, and logically arranged
statement of the specific objectives of the project.

s.

Procedure. A statement of the essential working plans
and methods to be used in attaining each of the stated
objuctives. The procedures should correspond to the objectives
and follow the same order. Phases of the work to be undertaken
currently should be designated. The location of the work
and the facilities and equipment needed and available should
be indicated. Wherever appropriate, the procedure should
provide data suitable for statistical analysis. The statement on procedure should indicate that the research has
been carefully planned and should provide for changes whea
they are necessary to improve the work.

6. Probable Duration. An estimate of the maximum time likely
to be required to complete the research originally planned
and publish the results. Whenever any material change in
the objectives of the project is advisable, a new or revised
pro:ect outline should be prepared. A major change in
procedure might also necessitate a revision of the project
outline.
7. Fillc1ncial Support. Estimated annual allotments (by funds)
to (1) salaries, (2) maintenance, based on analysis of
requirements for labor, equipment, supplies, travel, and
other operating expenses.

7

8. Personnel.

The leader or leaders and other technical

workers assigned.

9. Institutional Units Involved. Each subject matter unit
in the College, University, or Institute, and any other
units of the institution contributing essential services
or facilitiea. The responsibilities of each should be
indicated. If there is advisory, coordinating, or directing
committee for the project, this should be shown.
10. Cooperation. A statement as to cooperatior. with the u. s.
Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Exferiment Station,
or any other Colleges, institutions, or otter agencies
cooperating formally or informally on the projects.
11. A summary of the training and experience of each of the
project leaders will be included with the project outline.

..
8

Sample Titles
The following are some samples of subjects for programs and
projects. They are listed only in skeleton form so would need
appropriate expansion to make complete. ·T hey ar.e . only sample
listings and are not intended to indicate specific areas for
your institution.
A. Program: Improved Incomes for Low Income Farm and Non-Farm·
Rural People in ________•
Projects: 1. The Anatomy of the Low Income Situation in

---•

2. Economic Feasibility and Cost Benefits of a
Fruit and Vegetable Processing Facility in___•
3. Cost Effectiveness of Alternative Methods of
Providing Adequate Community Services in the
______Region.
4. Institutional Structures for Improving Rural
Community Services.

s.

Improving Land Use Planning in the Rural-Urban
Fringe of the _______Area.

6. Economic and Social Significance of Human
Migration.
7. Impact of Low Income on Aspirations, Expectations,
Plans and Achievements of Rural Youth.
B. Program: Sweet Potato Breeding Production, Marketing and

Utilization
Projects: 1. Sweet Potato Breeding.
2. Sweet Potato Utilization.

3. Sweet Potato Marketing.
4. Pathogens of Sweet Potatoes.

C

r l, 1971

Dr. t. v.
laon, Vice Preaident
Reaearch and Special Project■

campua
Dear Dr.

laon:

Pl a r d the ttacbed
Labor try for Higher Ed
apona.
vary truly

your■,

Alvin I. 'l'homaa
Pre■ id nt
AIT/aah

Attachm nt

NATIO

AL LABORATORY FO

HIGH R EDUC TIO

October 28, 1971

Dr. Alvin I. Thomas
Prairie View Agricultural
Prairie View, Texas

&

Mechanical College

Dear Dr. Thomas:
The National Laboratory for Higher Education is an independent,
non-profit corporation, working cooperatively with four-year colleges to develop and test innovative approaches to organization,
administration and instruction. NLHE has developed a number of
information systems products which may have value to your institution. NLHE in cooperation with North Carolina Central University,
Elizabeth City State University, Fayetteville State University,
St. Augustine's College and Virginia State College is developing
an extensive training workshop in Administrative and Organizational
Systems. We are now assisting over 200 colleges with our information
systems results.
We have applied for funding support for training workshops and
follow -up funds under provisions of Part E, Education Professions
Development Act (EPDA), P.L. 90 -35, United States Office of Educa tion. Should we obtain this support, we can expand our Information
Systems Product Services and may be able to provide technical assistance to a limit~d number of institutions. The attached material provides you with an overview of NLHE's AOS training objectives
and specific opportunities to improve your institution's administrative management.
This proposal is part of the overall NLHE Administrative and Organizational Systems strategy to help individual institutions,
particularly developing colleges, define and realize their own
goals and priorities.
Over the past half year, the National Laboratory for Higher Education has communicated with over 200 colleges with enrollments of
less than 500 students, and over 80 of these have expressed such
a need. North Carolina Central University, therefore, with NLHE
as the major cooperating agency, proposes to conduct a series of
four 5-day training workshops for administrators and data-process ing personnel on procedures and products that have been developed
in the area of administrators from common administrative areas how
to:
1]

Establish goals and objectives for their respective

MUTUAL PLAZA

I DURHAM,

NORTH CAROLINA 27701

I TELEPHONE

919 688-8057

offices.
2)

Determine the data elements to be includ0d on
administrative data bases to meet the needs of
their institutions, as well as to satisfy external reporting requirements.

3)

Establish procedures for collecting, editing,
and maintaining data.

4)

Make use of a generalized data management system for creating and maintaining a data base,
retrieving and analyzing data, and generating
desired reports.

Both North Carolina Central University and the National Laboratory
for Higher Education bring a background of already tested procedures
and products which can effectively be used at the workshops to meet
the workshop objectives.
Products developed by the Western Interstate Commission on Higher
Education (WICHE) will also be utilized. The integration of these
proven products should allow for high levels of information utilization, as well as likely satisfying national standards. To help
participants establish goals and objectives, both a product for
~stablishing goals and a training packag9 for deriving measurable
objectives, developed by NLHE, plus relevant instruments to be developed under a Title III grant to NCCU will be available for use.
The Data Element Dictionaries developed by WICHE and administrative
data bases developed by NLHE can also be utilized. To establish
procedures for collecting, editing, and maintaining data, available
procedures include WICHE's "Inventory of Educational Outcomes and
Activities," a "Generalized Scan-Edit Program" developed by NLHF.,
and procedures that will be established during the coming year by
the NCCU consortium. And, to train workshop participants to use
a generalized data management system, the NLHE Information System
is available.
Four 5-day training workshop s are prop osed. The first one will
serve as a pilot test for t he remain ing three, and will involve the
Consortium for Educationa l Developmen t in Sele cted Institutions,
previously identified . Li ai ~on between and a mong these institutions
already exists, a nc t ey will work coop eratively to refine workshop procedures a
p rticip e in on-going, c ose follow-up.
The remaini •~ th r ee work sho p s will e ~c h b e ope n to developing institutions, eac instituti o n represented by three staff members.
Representatives should inc ~ude one top level administrative staff
member from the specific a dministrative area o ~ interest (i.e.,
admissions officer, registr a r, etc.), one systems analyst from t he
computing center, and a member of the institutional research sta f f.
It is recommended th a t an i n stitutional researcher participate so
that he can develop the expertise to assist members of other administrative staffs to form goals and objectives, etermine the app ropriate data b se, collect nd maintain data, and efficiently utilize

tq.e computation center.
Information systems personnel from NLIIE
will allocate days for follow-up on the campus of each institution
to help them implement the NLHE Information System for use in a
student record system.
Specifically, participation in the AOS workshops will introduce
aq institution to:
1)

A method of establishing goals and objectives
in administrative offices;

2)

Implementation of institutional research
procedures;

3)

Implementation and use of a generalized data
management system.

In the area of information systems, NLHE personnel will spend time
on the campus of each institution assisting in the implementation
of information retrieval systems and training personnel in their
use. Specifically, those institutions having IBM 1130 computers
or IBM 360 computers will receive assistance in the implementation
and use of the NLHE Information System, in the areas of student
records, admissions, alumni, and development.
Secondly, a training workshop will be provided on the use of the
information system for all of the institution's data processing
personnel. Institutions having IB~ 1401 computers will receive
assistance in the implementation of the AUTOCODER Retrieval System
and its use in the areas of student records and admissions. Additionally, a training workshop will be provided for the institution's
data processing personnel on the use of the retrieval system.
We believe that this program can provide significant technical assistance not heretofore available to colleges by way of in-service
training and c ampus follow-up to your current staff in the techniques
of management informations systems.
Should you wish to participate in this program, we would like to
receive a letter of commitment at your earliest convenience . Please
call us at (919) 688- 057 and ask for Dr. H rry Blanton.
~ofdially, ,,-J

l;~ /

VP.,<._ 'j_ t5w.,,"

Oscar G. M· ;'
Director
SENIO COLLEGE DIVISION

OGM:s s

. ..
SUGGESTED CONTENTS FOR INSTITUTIONAL LETTER OF CO?vfMITME T
HIGHER EDUCATION

TO THE NATIONAL LABORATORY FOR
A~

B.

C.

*

1.

A brief statement of institution's need for this type
of assistance.

2.

Need for a long-range plan of management improvement
through computer use.

3.

Perceived needs of staff members for technical systems
help, e.g . admissions, registration, financial records,
etc .

1.

Willingness to commit time to training--minimum of one
week .

2.

Willingness to follow through with a planning effort which
will result in a concrete plan of action to improve academic
and administrative management .

3.

Willingness to make financial commitment involved in time
allocation for institutional personnel.*

4.

Willingness to commit funds for secretarial staff time
to carry out plan .

Additional optional information:
1.

Identification of staff to be trained .

2.

Indicate current computer configurations and any anticipated
hardware changes .

3.

Extent of participation in WICHE, Title III, V- E Programs ,
or other Federal programs to improve management .

Travel expenses for participants to Durham, North Carolina for
one week training programs .

PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE
PRAIRIE

VIEW, TEXAS 77445

?klventler 23, 1971
Office of Vice-President
R ESEARCH AND S PECIAL PROGRAMS

&14'71

Mr. JuJ:gen Pohly

DevelooiBJ Institutiais Pro.Jrmu
Office of university .Affairs
COde y
National Jl.erooautics and Space Mninistration
W a . ~ , D. C. 20546
Dear Mr. Pohly:

Transmitted herewith are o:,pi
✓ annual report for research
grants, t~44-033-007, enti eel, IA Quasi Absolute Method For
Quantitative Analysis Of Soli r Lit1uid Solutioos By X-Ray
loorescenc:e," and NGR-44-033-0 2, "~tidisclplinary Space
~lated Reseaxch."
We

will be subnittfnJ additional proposals for research by Deoe11ber 10,

1971.
questials
on me.

'Any

~

our reports, pl.ease don't hesitate to call
Very truly Ycm"S,

Ivory V. Nelsoo
Vice-President

IVN:gm
cc:

Dr. A. I. Thanas, President

PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445

November 22, 1971
Office of Vice-President
RESEARCH AND SPECI AL PROGRAMS

Dl41t

Cooperative Education Program
Division of College Support
Bureau of Higher Education
u. S. Office of Education
Washington, D. c. 20202
Dear Sir:
Transmitted herewith are
~) copies of a proposal
entitled "Combination q
~10al Practical Education",
and one (1) copy of the
a·fie View A&M College
Bulletin - General Catalog for 1971-72. The signed
copy of the proposal is being sent under separate
cover.
Permission has been granted for submission of proposal
at this late dat •
If there are any questions, please contact me.
Sincerely yours,

Ivory V. Nelson
Vice-President
IVN/mh
cc:

Dr. A. I. Thomas, President

PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445

Novo ber 17. 1971
Office of Vice-President
RESEARCH AND SPECI AL PROGRAM S

r. A. E. reaux, U n
School of Engln ering
Prairie View AG Coll e
Prairie Vie , T xas 77445

Doar, r. Cre ux:
olle e recently at
r. J. R. Phillips repr sented th
tive Education.
eetin on the develop nt of C
rned and reque ted copi s
Since that ti o, r. Phillips
.ducation in ord r that he
of old propos ls £or Coopera
tive Eduction proposal.
1 ht r pr this year'
o
)

The de dlin has pa sed for u ission of
how v~r, I request d per ission to sub it
ate. 1r. Phillip
a
ppr 1 d of this
indicted that he would h ve the pro osal
sion by ,ove b r 16, 1971.
At thi

the pro o al,
our propos 1
situ tion nd
r ady for u is·

writing this office h s n t received the

Your a sistance in this

att r

ould b

reatly appreci tcd.

Ivory \P. el on
ice-President

IVN/ ah

c:c:

1r. J. R. Phillips
Dr. A. I. Thofflas
Dr. G.

• R

la d

pplic tion.

PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445

Nove her 4, 1971
Office of Vice-President
R ESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS

,,
r. Maynard n. eidaann
Grants Officer
EM rgency School Assistance Progra
1114 Co erce Stre t
Dalla , Texas 7S202
r. Weidmann:

Dear

In reference to Grant IOEG-6-71 54
Assistance - 101, Reading Inst t~
College (56-S46) request is e eb
of udget as enclosed here

E

ergency School
Prairie View A'M
for the revision

This request is ade after co sideration of salaries nnd
equipment need for effecti e progra operation s e were
not able to start tho program until August 1 rather than
July 1S, 1971. Your consid ration of this request will
be reatly appreciat d.
Very truly yours,

Ivory V. Nelson
Vic -President
IVN/ah
cc:

Or. A. I. 1ho as, President
fr. H. D. Murdock, Business
Dr. J. w. Echols, Dir ctor

anager

READING INSTITUTE - EMERGENCY SCHOOL ASSISTANCE
Grant tOEG-6-71-0546
Present Bud,et
!§-1-72
Summer
A.

Personnel

,,soo

$

6,300

8-1-71 to 6-30-72
$ 8,800

Faculty (501)

1,950

$ 2,800

9-1-71 to 6-30-72
$
4,000

3.

Secretary (2.05/hr.)

1,200

1,200

...

9-1-71 to 6-30-72
$ 2,100

Conaultants

500

500

9-1-71 to 6-30-72
$ 1,500

s.

Fringe benefits

498

670

9-1-71 to 6-30-72
$ 1,001

$ 8,648

$11,470

l.

Director (1001)

2.

$

TOTAL PERSONNEL
B.

Revised Bud2et

Other Direct Cost
6.

**7.

•s.
9.

$17,401
8-1-71 to 6-30-72

Travel

800

500

1,600

Instructional Material•
from EDL Material Lab

2,229

3,000

Equipment

7,225

-o-o-

10,008

Tuition and Fees

3,300

1,500

2,600

300

-o-

300

1,669

2,000

$20,740

10.

Printing

11.

Library Materials
(books, journals, etc.)

12.

Communications

200

13.

Office Supplies

300

-o-o-o-

16,223

$2,000

TOTAL DIRECT COST

$

500

732

READING INSTITUTE - EMERGENCY SCHOOL ASSISTANCE
Grant t OEG-6-71-0546
Page 2

Present Bud,et
Summer
19 1-72
TOTAL PERSONNEL and
DIRECT COST

14.

$

24,671
2,500

Indirect Cost
TOTAL PROJECT COST

Revised Budget

$13,470
$

40,641

2,500
40,641

*Additional Equipment Needed
800

1.

Electronic Stencil Printer

2.

3M Master Drazo Transparency
Maker

600

3.

IBM Typewriter

500

4.

A. B. Dick Duplicating

700

**Additional Reading Materials such as
flash cards, filmstrips, tapes,
films, etc.

$

771

PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445

November 3, 1971
Office of Vice-President
R ESEA RCH AN D S PECIAL PROGRAMS

Dr. John Calhotm
Vice-President For Acadmic Affairs
Texas A&.'f Universitv
College Station, Texas

!'ear Dr. Calhotm:
Transmitted herewith are two (2) copies of our Title III Application for 1972-73
to be submitted by November 15, 1971.
In this application, we have stated that

the developing of seven (7) pro21'8JllS.

s A&M University 'WOUld assist us in

T◄
~~

e

~gTSITIS
✓

1)

Academic Achievement ~n

2)

F.ngineering Curriculum

3)

LaboratoTy r-or Freshmn Endish

4)

Freshman Mathematics Curri0.1lum

5)

Computer Assisted Instniction

6)

Faculty Develo-oment Program

7)

Curriculum Development in Fine Arts

are:

6

We are asking that you provide us a letter stating that you would assist us in

th&.r;e prograr.is and plea.c;e return the signed copy and keep the ot her copy for
your files.

Thank you veTy llllCh for your cooperation.

VeTy truly yours,
IvoTy V. Nelson
Vice-Pre9ident

IVN:gm
cc:

nr.

A. I. Thanas

PRAIRIE VIEW AGRI CULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE
PRAIRI E VIEW, TEXAS 77445

Office of Vice-President
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Q)operati Edt.cation PTo
Divi ion of College Sq,port
Bureau of Higher Education
u. s. Offic of Education
Washin
, D. C. 20202
De

r Sir:

nJe to unfortLmate ci~·-

.,.-ce

1

the .,....,..~sion of a p

e, therefore, would li
file a proposal within th

xt

~~
not receive
9-.. ....,,. ."""'

the guidelines for
rati Education Pn>gram.
serve
a letter of intent to
{15) days.

Your consideration of this
t will gn, tly id us in th development
of our program of Cooperative Education re at th Coll
•
Very truly

yoUTS,

Ivory V.
lson
Vice-Pre ident

IVN:gm
cc:

• J. R. Pl illip , vvvi-rative Edu:ation Coordinator
Mr. A. E. GTeaux, Dean, School of Engineering
Dr. G• • Ragland, Acting Dean of Coll e

Dr. A. I.

, President of Colle

PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE
PRAIRI E VIEW, TEXAS 77445

November 1, 1971
Office of Vice-President
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS

os'll

fr. John S. Coke
1150 ~rse Road

Columbus, Ohio
Dear tr. Coke:
Transmitted herewith are four (4
participation in the Consortiun
copy of the institutional statis

·es f the budget for Prairie View's
ack Schools of Architecture and a

Any questions concerning this, please feel free to call on me.

Sincerely,

Ivory V. Nelson
Vice-President

IVN:gm
cc:

Dean A. E. Greaux, Engin ering
Dr. A. I. Thomas, President of the College

PRAIRIE VIEW AGRI CULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE
PRAIRI E VIEW, TEXAS 77445

November 1, 1971
Office of Vice-President
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS

llt1t

Dr. l erbert A. Wilson
Vice-President
Phelps-Stokes Fund
C.Ooperative College Devel
22 F.ast 54th Street

nt Program

&_

~
"\')

New York, 'ew York 10022

1
: . : ::~: :::ith a:re copies

application:

Any

~

following for the Title HI

1)

Institutional Statistical Tata

2)

Development Program Proposed Budget request for 1972-73,
and 1973-74

3)

Institutional

4)

Letter of Com! tment from President TI1omas

rrative

questions concerning these docunents, please feel free to call on

me.
Very truly yours,

Ivory V. Nelson
Vice-President
IVN:P)ll

ex::

Dr. A. I. Thomas, President

PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445

Novanber 15, 1971
Office of Vice-President
RESE ARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Dr. Jsnea Holley, Odef

Develq>in.J Institutials P:cogram
Diviaim of Cblls]e ~ r t
Bureau of Highar Educatim
u. s. Office of Eda:atim
Department of Health, FihDttim and
Washingtai, D. C. 20202

~~ra.J,.~:,

Dear Dr. Holley:

Transmitted herewith axe four ( 4) '-VJ,11,1,.:;!D of our awlicatim for participating in the Deveklpin.J Institutials Program as authorized under
'l'itle III of the Higher F.chx:atim Act of 1965 as mnended.
Arl'j questims ooncaming this ar_::plicatiai, please feel fme to call

an me.
Very truly ycm:s,

Ivory V. Nelsal
Vioe--PJ:eaident

IVNrgm

cc:

Or. A. I. 'lbx!wl, President of Cblleg
Or. G. R. Rajland, Actin;J Dean of College

PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445

December 15, 1971
Office of Vice-President
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Mr. c. F.dwin Farrar
Grants Managanent. Specialist.
FSAP,A:arrnunity Groops
Depart:nent of llealth, F.dooatim and Welfare
Regiooal. Office

1114 CCJrtnerce Street
tltUas, Texas

75202

Dear Mr. Farrar:

~~

In xeference to your letter dated l b , m i ~ 30, 1971, ocnceming Grant IOED-671-0546, the following is provided ~ cl.rificatiau

numer of p a r t i ~ anticipat:ed to ~!pate were thirty1
ho-Jever,
ally received blenty-three appllcatioos and seventeen
were qualified to participate and are now participatmJ.

1.

The

2.

We have not redooec1 the am:iunt of time devoted to the pmg:tan,.
Previously,
had anticipated operating the institute me six (6)

of the sunmer ard ooe sanester (sept.-Dec.) of th 1971-72
sd1ool year. 1la«War, &le to the late grant notificatim award,
were unable to start the six wei!KS of the mmner, so we started
the progxmr, the first a
tar of the 1971-72 school year, and we
will new q,ara
it the t and 2nd sanester of th 1971-72 school

"""'11t'tl

year.
3.

'lbe trawl request.ad is to take the institute participants to visit
J&uling CenteJ:a in H
tm and San Antmio, and for staff travel to
visit the participmts at their particular schcola.

4.

OUr

s.

'1h eqtrlpnent and m.wly need ar related to the necessity of
having to duplicate materials for use by the participants in
bulk qmntities.

a.

present rate of travel is ten cents per mile.

Transparency M?lker - '!his piece of equii:rnent will be used to
produce transparenci of readinJ nterials for participants
to utilized with students in their classes.

I

•

'

Mr. c. Edwin Farrar
Page 2
Deomi)er 15, 1971

b.

IBM Typewriter - Typewriter for the secxetmy of the Program
to utilized to asaiat the Dixectx>r.

c. A. B. Di.de Dq>limt:in:J Machine participants to utilize in their
d.

~

nateriala for

Clasamcll\9.

Elecb.mic Stencil Printer - F a c i l i t a t e ~ of !'lllterials
in nus quantities by <llplicating fmn books, periodicals and
jom:nals.

I hope this e,cplanatioo pro'lides you with our intmt to reprogram the funda1
hcMewr, if yai need additialal infcmmtioo, please feel fJ:ee to call oo ma.
Very truly yQlrS,

I\10:ty V. Nelson

Vice-President
IVN:gm

cc:

Dr. Jack Echols
Dr. A. I. 'lb:lnas

PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445

Novelrt>er 23,

1971

Office of Vice-President
R ESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Mr. J.M. Iewallen
Sneclal Assistant For university

Affairs
Natialal Aeronautics and Sooce
Actn.inistration
·
Manned Spacecraft Cent.er

Houston,

Texas

~~

77058

Dear Mr. Iewallen:

Transmitted herewith are cx....:,i;.......
~.es,,.. _'_.CJ.~the annual report for resem:dl
grants, N".;R-44-033-007, enLJ._.,._.._.,,.,_, A Quasi Absolute Method For
OUantitative .Analysis Of SOli r Liquid Solutims By X-Ray
Fluorescence," and tm-44-033-002, "l-llltidisciplinary Space
Related Researdl."
We will be

suhnittm:J additional. o:roposals for

research by DecelTber 10,

1971.
1my questions ~ our

reports, please don't hesitate to call

on me.
Very t:ruly yoors,

Ivory V. Helson
Vice-President
IVN:gm

cc:

Dr. A. I. 'lhc:rtas, Presi&!nt

PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445

Dac1:t1Ler 15, 1971
Office of Vice-President
RnsEARCH AND SPECIAL P1tocRAMs

Dr. Willa B. Player, Dimctor
Diviaiai of 0:>llege Support
Developin;J Inatit:utialS P.rogxmtt
Bunau of Higher F.cm::atiai
u. s. Office of Educatim, IJBl
Washi.BJtm, D. C. 20202
Dear Dr. Playwt

~~

Ttansmltted hamwith is the prociJXQ!IS report for Grant 1190 of Develq>ing
Institutims ~ •
We W0Uld like to J:erWJ1t our requas of letter dated June 22, 1971 and
i:aspc:nded to by your letter July 12, 1971 for pennissia'l to purdlase
additiaial equipnent with the ranaini?wJ of the funds for our Academic

Adu.evarent Center.
'!hank you vm:y nu:h far any CD1S deratim you might give.
Veey truly Y0'JX'S,

Ivm:y V.
lam
Vice-PJ:esidant

IVN:<Jl\

ex:: Dr. Alvin I. 'lbanas
Mr. H. D. M.u:dcck

DEC 19 'll

-tP

Wednesday, December 8, 1971

•
Roo,~°jj_ ·~ -

iJ/

From~7r~ .·
Date

Time

A.M.
t l11forr•11'1011, ystt:n, l>y fttt 1>1orlucts, Inc.

P.~I.
Referred For The Purpose Indicated Below:

D
D

Action
Approval
0 Comment
~frile
~formation_

D • ' otation and return
D Recommendation

0

D

0

Reply
'ecessary Action
Signature

ON RECEIVES $1 BILLION BEQUEST,
NUALL Y FOR HEAL TH CARE

Remarks:

ted the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation of New Brunst

private foundatfons in the United States.

The bequest

$1.1 billion, making it the largest foundation devoted exe Johnson Foundation will be required to distribute grants
LUlOIIII~

Ot,JfJIVA11,, .....- . ,

...... · -

I

keeping with current provisions of the Tax Reform Act

of 1969.
The bequest itself consists of 10,204,377 shares of Johnson & Johnson common stock from the
estate of General Robert Wood Joh nson, who died in 1968.

The foundation was established in 1936 by

1

General Johns~m, former chief executive of Johnson & Johnson, one of the world's leading manufacturers
of surgical dressings and health supplies.
To help in distributing its increased funds, the Johnson Foundation is assembling a professional
staff to be led by Dr. David E. Rogers, who will become president of the foundation in January 1972.
Dr. Rogers is currently dean of the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine.
In an interview in The New York Times, Dr. Rogers said that the foundation has not yet defined
any specific programs, but that it would probably emphasize the delivery of health care services.
Gustave 0. Lienhard, who is retiring as president of the foundation, added that the foundation will
probably make more innovative grants for productive projects, rather than grants for capital or operating
expenses.

Local charities in the New Brunswick area will continue to receive some foundation aid.

The bequest from General Johnson makes the foundation second in size only to the giant Ford
Foundation, which has assets of $3 billion.

In 1970, the Johnson Foundation listed assets with a market

value of $102 million and made grants totaling $661,110.
The Foundation is located at 142 Livingston Avenue, New Brunswick, N.J. 08902.

~T~

0'_1b

Copyright© 19/1 by 1aft f->roduct-,. l,1c.. i000 Vermont /1Ve11ue. Northwest. Wa~hington. D.C. 20 0 05
A subsidiary of ).R. Taft Corporation
Telephone (202) 347- 0788

DEC 18 "Tl

Wednesday, December 8, 1971

•
\ ~' p,

"111 t• > , ,. fdt Inion•

•1011. yS't'fl,

i>y r Ill 1',ocluc:t s, Inc.

- --------

ROBERT WOOD JOHNSON FOUNDATION RECEIVES $1 BILLION BEQUEST,
TO SPEND $45 MILLION ANNUALLY FOR HEAL TH CARE

A bequest of $1 billion has just catapulted the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation of New Brunswick, N.J., into second place among the largest private foundatfons in the United States.

The bequest

gives the Johnson Foundation assets of nearly $1.1 billion, making it the largest foundation devoted exclusively to health care.
As a result of this increase in assets, the Johnson Foundation will be required to distribute grants
totaling approximately $45 million annually, in keeping with current provisions of the Tax Reform Act
of 1969.
The bequest itself consists of 10,204,377 shares of Johnson & Johnson common stock from the
estate of General Robert Wood Johnson, who died in 1968.

The foundation was established in 1936 by

~

General Johns9n, former chief executive of Johnson & Johnson, one of the world's leading manufacturers
of surgical dressings and health supplies.
To help in distributing its increased funds, the Johnson Foundation is assembling a professional
staff to be led by Dr. David E. Rogers, who will become president of the foundation in January 1972.
Dr. Rogers is currently dean of the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine.
In an interview in The New York Times, Dr. Rogers said that the foundation has not yet defined
any specific programs, but that it would probably emphasize the delivery of health care services.
Gustave 0. Lienhard, who is retiring as president of the foundation, added that the foundation will
probably make more innovative grants for productive projects, rather than grants for capital or operating
expenses.

Local charities in the New Brunswick area will continue to receive some foundation aid.

The bequest from General Johnson makes the foundation second in size only to the giant Ford
Foundation, which has assets of $3 billion.

In 1970, the Johnson Foundation listed assets with a market

value of $102 million and made grants totaling $661,110.
The Foundation is located at 142 Livingston Avenue, New Brunswick, N.J. 08902.

q_T,.o

'o-.1.~

Copyrigh t (?J 19/1 by laf t ProducL .. l,ic .. 1000 Vermont ,\venue. r-Jo rthwest. Wa~hington. D.C. 200 05
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PRAIRIE VIEW AGRIC ULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445

December 10, 1971
Office of Vice-President
RESEA RCH AN D SPECIAL PROGRAMS

lO"TY

Mr. J.M. Lewallen
Special Assistant for University
Affairs
Attention: BA
1anned Spacecraft Center
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration
Houston, Texas 77058
Dear Mr. Lewallen:

~~

Transmitted he1ewith are t
proposals:

3) copies of the following

1)

Reliability Analysis of Redundant Structural Systems,

2)

The Effect of Ionizing Radiation and Chemotherapy of the
Plasma Deoxyribonuclease I,

3)

Rare Earth Compounds: Hydrothermal Crystal Growths,

4)

A Quasi Absolute Method For Quantitative Analysis of
Solid or Liquid Solutions of X-Ray Fluorescence,

5)

Doppler Studies From Non-Stationary Stochastic Rou~h
Surfaces and Communication in Oil-Polluted, Dyneric and
Non-Stationary Stochastic Reverberating Oceans.

Any questions you may have concerning these proposals, please
feel free to call me at (713) 857-3311, Extension 314.
Sincerely yours,

Ivory V. Nelson
Vice-President
IVN/mh
cc:

Dr. A. I. Thomas, President

Enclosures:
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